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PSi Academ

"John Marquis' (PSi Director of Training) PowerPoint presentation, and subsequent course materials, were unexpectedly clear, concise and
totally professional. I was very impressed by the training facilities. A company that makes that much of a concerted effort to provide the
highest level quality training, and who has committed the time, personnel and resources to do it right, speaks volumes about their commitment

R'+11116. to their customers."
Jeff Hugabone, Chief Engineer, WTIC, CBS - Hartford,CN

"John was a great instructor. He knew what parts to slow down through and how to read his audience. Since the instruction is all hands-on,
you really felt like you were retaining what you were learning.The grand slam though, was when he got to the system's voice tracking
capabilities. He introduced it in such a manner, that an entire room full of radio guys were blown away! He knew just how to address the
areas that were of importance to us."
Mark Williams, Production Director, WPOC, Clear Channel - Baltimore, MD

PH: 800/658-4403

FX: 308/284-4181

sales@prophetsys.com
PROPHET SYSTEMS

www.prophetsys.com For more information on the PSi Academy, visit our web site at www.prophetsys.com nnovations

"I was completely impressed by the training offered by Prophet. Both the facilities and the course itself were absolutely first rate. I was able
to return to the station and immediately utilize what I had learned. We are in a transition now with the AudioWizard"" handling 100% on
the AM side, and about 50% on our FM - and PSi has been with us every step of the way. Even the PSi people regularly go through the in-
depth training, to constantly stay on top of the latest features and functions. I really appreciated the attention to detail they put into the
class, our comfort and the depth of the knowledge they imparted. It also enabled me to connect names and faces with customer service
and tech support there in Nebraska - so now when I call, I know who I'm talking to - and they know me."
Ken Lovejoy, On -Air Personality, WIKX - Clear Channel - Punta Gorda, FL
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ENCO ÷ Orban + Harris= DADPRo32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Hams now exclusively represents the new and improved DADpRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Interne, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

1,4Communications
KRIS
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Past and present

It's always interesting when another year ends. This
year's end is accompanied by all the hype of a new
century and a new millennium. Of course when

January 1 is here, you'll still have to hear about the
coming new millennium, because the marketing world
will realize that the 21st century actually starts in 2001.
Those who have wares to peddle will certainly capitalize
on this and continue their efforts for yet another year.
Just like these past few months, radio's overall past is a

series of successes won with tried-and-true methods.
Radio has been king for many decades and, though

competition has stepped up during
the last few years, it still has a strong
future. The key to radio's future is
the same one that has served it so
well in its past: It is reliable, portable
entertainment.

DAB (whether IBOC or Eureka)
continues this tradition. It promises
an improvement on audio quality as
well as additional services and fea-
tures. While these will add to the
listening experience, radio is and
always will be based on audio. Radio

with still pictures or low -resolution video is not enhanced
radio; it is poor television.

Radio stations have always controlled both their content

Win a Neumann TLM103!

How can you win this
award -winning

condensor
microphone?

Keep reading.

Details are coming in

<> the January 2000 issue
of BE Radio.7E111=16

and distribution method. This is one of the IBOC's
appeals. A station always has direct control of its transmit-
ter, and since the laws of physics remain constant, the
medium itself doesn't change. Internet broadcasting
(bitcasting, webcasting, netcasting or whatever you like
to call it) changes this model somewhat. Although you
still have control of the Web server, the rest of the Internet
is out of your control. This is a new situation for
broadcasters. Until IP multicast is common and as long as
the available bandwidth has limitations, Internet broad-
casting will suffer. When it comes to be a reliable, high -
quality, stereo (at least) medium, it will be a true
competing medium.

Another possibility for the future comes from the wireless
industry. Every day, more people are using mobile phones.
A recent study shows that, while the number of people
listening to the radio in their cars has remained constant,
the time spent listening to the radio in general has
decreased. In contrast, the time spent on mobile phones
has increased. There is a point of convergence here.

The wireless industry is exploring getting into mass
distribution. There are already some limited wireless
Internet applications available. (How's that for an STL:
wired to the Internet backbone and transmitted over
PCS.) Ericsson is also working on audio distribution over
a wireless network.

It's possible that this is the future of radio: We'll control
the audio stream until it leaves the building, then ISPs and
wireless carriers will take over the transmission facilities.
As we begin Y2K, we'll continue to be the content
leaders. We'll just leave the transmission to someone else
and prepare 1,)r the new millennium.

Chriss Scherer, editor

AADERusroNg

E-mail:
beradio@intertec.com

FAX:
913/967-1905
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Envoy 15011 Studio -
It's All You Need.
15 kHz, low delay audio codec including
built-in ISDN Terminal Adapter (and NT -1)
with:

4 microphore channels (2 Mic/Line)
Separate PA output
Local cueing facility
Andla-y data channel
Contact closures
Internal peak limiter and VU meter
3 incivichally adjustable headphone feeds
Pre -stored ISDN profiles and dialing directory
3.5 pound, easy -to -use package

To learn more about how the Envoy can simplify
your ISDN remotes, call us today!
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Engineering

Shielding and grounding
By Ron Bartlebaugh

Shielding and grounding are perhaps the most com-
mon design components of any facility. Their sci-
ence of dealing with power levels varying from

megavolts to nanovolts is also perhaps one of the least
understood by many broadcast engineers. Properly de-
signed, installed and maintained grounding systems can
protect the valuable assets of a facility and are well worth
the initial investment. Consistently low -noise figures can
almost be guaranteed by employing proper grounding and
shielding techniques. However, many of the common
practices used in our industry in the past are now either
obsolete or need to be modified because of the application
of digital technologies in today's broadcast equipment.

Proper shielding
Careful attention must be given to the quality of

shielded cables within a facility. Electrostatic noise may
be generated by sparks at the armatures of motors or
generators, by gas -discharge lighting (neon or fluores-

low-level audio cables by means of inductive coupling,
and the typical electrostatic shield offers no protection at
all from these noises. Instead, solid conduit (iron or steel),
or simply a substantial physical distance is required to
minimize induced electromagnetic noise.

The use of balanced lines should be mandatory for
circuits to be properly protected from stray electrostatic
noise sources. Any unbalanced line utilizes its shield as
one of the primary conductors, thus any noise fields
striking the shield will be imposed onto the low-level
signals, causing unwanted noise and distortion. Balanced
lines always see any noise interference on both of its
inputs as a common -mode voltage. The balanced input
uses a differential receiving device, either an amplifier or
a transformer, which inherently responds only to the
difference in voltage between its inputs. By definition,
such an input will reject common -mode voltages, since
they are identical at both inputs.

Safety Ground 0
Noise

Voltage

Signal Circuitry
1111111110111111PIPI

Safety Ground--c')---
se

Voltage

Safety Ground

Figure 1. Producino the oin 1 oroblem. Notice the flow of current through the around syslem.

cent), a power cord close to a low-level audio cable, and
other sources. Such noise can invade low-level audio
cables and components by means of capacitive coupling.
Cable shielding such as a metallic braided jacket, a spiral
wrapped jacket or a foil tape jacket can reduce electro-
static noise, provided the shield offers a low resistance to
ground. Proper cable selection is important.

This electrostatic shielding provides protection against
the noise that would otherwise be induced by electrostatic
coupling. The effectiveness of the shield depends upon
the percentage of coverage of the shield surrounding the
low-level audio conductors. Not all cables are created
equal; thus engineers would be well-advised to do their
homework before selecting cable for use in their facilities.

Alternately, electromagnetic noise may be generated by
many sources around the facility. Such noises can invade

On the ground
Ground loops represent anoth-

er means by which noise can
enter audio circuits. A ground
loop is simply a duplicate path to
ground from a given component
in a system. These ground loops
are often generated within equip-
ment designed with what the
industry has termed the pin one
problem. More than half of all
audio equipment in the market-
place is believed to have the

infamous pin one problem. Many manufacturers use the
equipment chassis as signal ground, shield ground and
power supply electrical ground. Figure 1 shows typical
examples of this configuration and how noise voltage can
travel into the signal path. Figure 2 indicates examples of
equipment with proper internal grounding, thus elimi-
nating the pin one problem. Engineers often are unaware
of this problem, and end up chasing hum and noise
problems that may never otherwise be eliminated. There
are safe resolutions for the pin one problem, including
the use of high -quality input/output isolation transform-
ers. Under no circumstances should the equipment's
electrical safety ground be removed when attempting to
eliminate ground loop hum problems.

With the operating frequency range of today's digital
equipment, the engineer now must pay close attention
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Contract Engineering

Signal Circuitry

l'ovvcr
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Safety Ground
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Safety Ground

Figure 2. A similar equipment configuration with proper attention given to the flow of current in the
ground system.

to the bandwidth of a facility grounding system. An all -
digital facility installation typically may employ a signal
reference grid (SRG) ground system. The SRG involves
the use of a cellular raised floor (computer room -style
flooring) under which the SRG, electrical power and
signal wiring can be routed. Materials used generally
involve AWG 6 bare copper wire or a copper strap of
about 0.1 inch thick and 2 inches in width. The
crossover points where the junctions are made are
typically at 2 feet by 2 feet. SRG designs of this type are
typically effective from DC to approximately 25MHz to
30MHz. This is good broadband grounding effective
across the entire frequency range needed for analog and
digital logic -based equipment

As you can see, the science of
shielding and grounding is no
longer a 6 -foot ground stake and
a piece of copper wire. Today's
engineer needs to be well -versed
on shielding and grounding tech-
nologies. Before your next
project, take the time to complete
your research so that you, too,
will be well-grounded in your
knowledge.

References: Bill Whitlock -Jensen Transformers Inc., Advanced
Grounding & Interfacing, CEDIA 1999.
Martin Glasband, "Lifting" the Grounding Enigma, Mix Magazine,
November 1994.
Canare Corporation of America, Evaluating Microphone Cable Per-
formance and Specifications.
Journal of The Audio Engineering Society, Volume 43, Number 6,
June 1995.

Figures are courtesy of Bill Whitlock, Jensen Transformers Inc.

Ron Bartlebaugh is director of engineering for the WKSU Stations,
Kent, OH, and president of Audio and Broadcast Specialists,
Akron, OH.
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Broadcast engineers have
more responsibilities than
ever before. That's why

you need Gentner's GSC3000
Site Control System.

It allows you to remotely
control one site or multiple
sites. And because its auto-
matic command capabilities
are event driven and time -
based, the GSC3000 quick-
ly responds with appropriate
and intelligent action -24
hours a day.

Plus, Gentner's GSC3000 is
expandable from 8 to 256
channels of metering, status,
and command.

But don't send Rover to the dog
house just yet. He can still fetch
your morning paper.

Est 1979
iLSS, 0°bgsft .°

Explain to Him Why Your
New Best Friend is the

GSC3000.

Gentner
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Voice Over America
With today's ISDN linkups, you can easily produce voice-overs from anywhere in the world-

even from the comfort of your own home studio. Think about it...the spot you cut this afternoon
could be uplinked by satellite this evening for global broadcast. Now that you know who's listening,

shouldn't you insist on a microphone that will letyou sound as good as you are?
The Neumann TLM 103. The new world standard vocal mic, at a price within any budget.

NeumannIUSA
The Choke of Those Who Can Hear The Difference

Til 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.436.3148  World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com
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Technology

Tomorrow's technical staff
By Barry Thomas, CSRE

The other day, I listened to a program director
lament the lack of young, fresh morning -show
talent, specifically the non -blue variety.

This PD's situation has been occurring in broadcast
engineering for almost 20 years. In the interest of
automation, consolidation and efficiency, we have suc-
cessfully eliminated any entry path into the business for
new talent. Now it's not just engineering that is struggling
but programming as well.

Getting started
When many ut us started in the broadcast industry, there

were entry-level positions available. We may have started
by cleaning the AP wire and tape heads (as was the case
for me), assisting the chief engineer, working at a smaller

Assisting on special projects is one way to gain additional experience for
both seasoned and new technical talent.

station to reach the elevated position of chief engineer. The
experiences we gained were part of the process of earning
a position of leadership. The rewards may not have been
monetary, but often the successful execution of the job was
reward enough. The knowledge we gained on the job as
apprentices to chief engineers was at least as valuable as
our school or military education.

So what now? Many small stations are combined with
large stations and are automated. Multiple facilities are
managed by the chief engineer with little or no staff. Where
will we find future chief engineers and engineering
managers, and will they need to know?

Today's broadcast engineers are expected to be versed
and capable in a broad spectrum of disciplines. They
must also act as de -facto MIS managers. New, reliable

transmitter systems have reduced the apparent need for
many RF skills. Studio systems, at least standard broadcast
varieties, are being replaced with digital production
tools. Production studios resemble recording studios
more so than broadcast studios. The next generation of
broadcast engineers will excel at handling an even wider
range of tasks than we can currently imagine.

Needed skills
Beyond possessing technical skills, station engineers

must act as an integral part of the organization and work
in concert with the promotional, programming and
revenue goals of the station(s). Broadcast engineers will
need to understand the way other departments work to
keep from being blind -sided with demands.
The lengthy, gradual education process is no longer as

practical as it was for our generation. Yet a place to develop
new talent who show technical promise or aptitude is
needed. Changes in the industry are clues to finding
people to fill your technical needs. The key is investing the
time to find these people. If you manage a station or market
and have to fill some technical gaps, the time is well -spent
finding and developing these sources of talent.

Computer skills. New engineers who have computer
skills are swallowed up by other industries. But should
we simply concede defeat on this?

Local computer -user groups can be a resource for
technical people with computer skills. Many involved in
such groups are in search of new opportunities or
contract customers. These organizations can provide a
supply of contract MIS people if not potential station
technicians. Notices, list servers and ads posted at com-
puter fairs will give you an idea of how to connect with
a group like this. The added benefit of developing ties to
this type of group is that you'll have an avenue for
furthering your knowledge of computers. These groups
can make for excellent SBE programs, thus providing

,
The LA /WAN/WEB Newsroom Syttem
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast
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Managing Technology
another venue for education and
recruitment.
Audio skills. Local weekly maga-

zines are filled with ads for music
stores, guitar shops and repair spe-
cialists. You probably have a relation-
ship with a couple of these outlets for
fast, local access pro -audio gear for
your studios. These stores are a source
for people who are good with tech-
nology and need a career to finance
their bands.

Remote broadcast. New ISDN and

POTS technologies have allowed sta-
tions to get out on the streets like
never before. Even automated sta-
tions have remotes because they pro-
vide an easy way to generate non -spot
revenue. Remotes also allow the sta-
tion to promote itself less expen-
sively. Finding people to do take on
remotes, however, can be daunting.
Remote broadcasts take an unusual
level of resourcefulness and flexib-
ility. Finding someone who is up to
the challenge may seem difficult, but
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Live Assist/Cart Replacement
The first truly user friendly digital audio
system. A perfect replacement for those
aging cart machines. Operate manually like a
six deck cart machine or use Script
Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards
to operate it either. Because CartWorks is
designed to look and operate like traditional
broadcast equipment, it's easy to learn and
use.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist worksta-
tions plus advanced Satellite Automation.
Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher and
everything you need for live. local sounding
satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation
provides more than just the standard
features. Extended control capabilities tackle
even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It's
all controlled from a simple Windows' point
and click interface.

Music -On -Hard -Drive
Designed after the original CartWorks
friendly user interface, here's a professional
Music -On -Hard -Drive system that's simple to
operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24 -hours a day with pre-recorded,
In -context voice tracks that match what's
actually on the air.

To keep things simple, Spot sets are played
from a familiar cart deck. Music log events
are played from a music log.
CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any
of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our
included Quick Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist
modes is as simple as pressing a single
button.
And options are available to easily add
Satellite Automation. CartWorks MHD won't
drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by
24 -hour technical support.

Prices start at $ 4,995 Complete!
For information call: 1-80U-795-7234 Or visit us on the web: www.cartworks.com

there are resources here, as well.
Promotions usually provides a flow

of people working for the station,
even some who can carry out re-
motes. But be careful. Promotions
often has the highest employee turn-
over, and many times the staffer is
merely doing the work until the PD
gives him/her a weekend shift. This
isn't a negative, per se. It's simply a
warning to be prepared to do a little
selling to keep the person interested.

RF. In a recent SBE meeting, one
member risked heresy by suggesting
that the current LPFM proposal could
provide the influx of new technical
talent. Despite the LPFM debates, the
point is valid. The industry could be
turning full circle in that the new,
low -power service (legal or other-
wise) could provide RF-experienced
people. The pirate FM stations on the
air today are run by people with a
technical aptitude who have been
infected with the broadcasting virus.
Can we harness these people?

Manufacturers have always offered
training programs. These programs
are getting more comprehensive in
response to the types of engineers
who attend them. They should be
used as much as possible to update
your skill or those of your staff, and
to fill the gaps in training that day-to-
day operation no longer provides.

In contrast, RF may not be the con-
cern it once was. Transmitter designers
are successfully simplifying the opera-
tion and reliability of RF systems such
that weekly visits and adjustments are
not necessary. Once an RF system is
installed, it can often be counted on to
run for a long time without any atten-
tion. Transmitters are being built so that
repairs are reduced to module replace-
ments. Bench troubleshooting is be-
coming impractical.

Demand for skilled technical people is
increasing, even in this age 'of consoli-
dation. The jobs are changing drastical-
ly, however, and will require new skills
and talented people to manage techni-
cal facilities. A new breed of engineers
is the future and the hope for our
increased value.

BanyThomasistechnicaldirector for KCMG -
FM, Los Angeles, CA.
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Since 1991, BE has introduced

more new AM and FM transmitters,

with more advanced ideas and

useful technology, than any other

company in the world. At the same

time we were bringing prices

down. No other company can

touch Broadcast Electronics

for value.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS

IS THE ONLY MAJOR

MANUFACTURER DEVOTED

EXCLUSIVELY TO

ENGINEERING BETTER RADIO.

CALL BBB -232-3268 NOW.

Need Solutions?
www.bdcast.00111
or 18881232-3268
11R999 1999 Bruins! Electrum lac Ilia BE toile§ Is a rtlisterel Masan at Brialcast flectrian. Tic

FEATURES:

Digital or analog exciters that

deliver CD -quality sound for

under $5400. Broadcast

Electronics exciter

technology is unsurpassed.

I Transmitters with redundant

PAs and power supplies that

plug in from the front panel.

I AM transmitters with

switching power supplies;

they sound great at 1% or

100% output power.

Transmitters with no plate

blocking capacitors or sliding

contacts to fail.

Transmitters you can buy for

under $6000.

All with 24 -hour support.

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio
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Engineering

Tower inspections
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

The FCC requires regular tower inspections
Apart from keeping the radio inspector happy if ht.

comes, it is important to maintain a safe and legal
tower. Basically, there are three major divisions of tower
inspection: cosmetic, mechanical and electrical.

Cosmetic
The first thing that comes to mind and eye is the tower

paint job. Despite its high cost, tower paint doesn't last
forever, and it is necessary to maintain the FAA's aeronau-
tical orange (which looks more red) paint hue. Use a
paint chip card for comparison purposes. White can also
become dingy and fail to pass the FCC's eagle eyes. Be
certain both shades are compliant.

The top and bottom color
bands on a tower must be
red. If you should use a local
painter, be sure that he
knows and follows the FCC/
FAA requirements as laid
down in your license or CP.

An unpainted tower with
high -intensity lighting will
also require regular inspec-
tion to check the condition
of its plating to protect
against rust deterioration.

The FCC frowns on vege-
tation around a tower base,
especially in the case of a
DA. Excessive vegetation
can affect the base imped-
ance by effectively chang-
ing the distance between
the tower base and ground.

Check the fence for ser-
viceability and soundness.

Locks and hinges need to be lubricated and paint applied
as necessary. Radiation warning signs should be inspected
and replaced or repaired as necessary.

There is uncertainty as to exactly where the commission
wants the tower registration data displayed. It is best to label
each tower with its number on its base fence. Where a
circumferential fence is used, it is best to put the number and
other data on the fence by the entrance in addition to the
towers themselves. This allows an inspector to see the
numbers without requiring field glasses. Some licensees
also add a telephone number for emergency use.

Tower paint condition is only one item in
a tower inspection checklist.

Mechanical
It is easy to become accustomed to a slight warp in a

tower. For AM, this is not quite as important as for FM,
especially when a multibay, high -gain FM antenna is
used. A small amount of FM beam tilt can deprive an
important area of good service. It is worthwhile to have
your tower surveyed for vertical correctness, especially if
you have received complaints of poor service from a
particular area. In an FM DA, a small warp can disturb a
carefully adjusted pattern and cause many headaches.

Rust can develop in towers with tubular members. It
can also develop at welded and mechanically secured
unions using bolts and nuts. Look for fatigue cracks in
a tower that has been battered by strong winds. Strong
winds tend to make towers vibrate or sway. A warp or
bend in a tower could signify guy wires badly in need
of adjustment or it could be caused by tower or guy
anchor settlement.

Even the best concrete can deteriorate and break up.
Footings should be examined below the immediate sur-
face. Guy anchors can rust and turnbuckles can sometimes
unscrew when locking wires rust and fall away.

Guys should be checked with a tensiometer and guy
insulators examined with field glasses. It seems to me that
guys are not greased as often as they used to be, but it's
a good practice to keep them free from gathering rust. (By
the way, watching a man slide down a guy in bosun's
chair is quite a sight.)

For AM towers, there are additional concerns. A series -
fed tower requires a large base insulator. Check this
carefully for cracks and be sure that the weep holes are
clear. Replacing a base insulator is by no means an easy
task. Grounded folded unipoles need to be checked for
guy insulator failure and mechanical damage to skirt
wires. If possible, have a man go up the tower to inspect
all the shorting stubs from drop wire to tower. Intermit-
tent and corroded connections can cause unexpected
antenna changes.

J L
The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

0.833-
w.WireReady.co

Circle (108) on Free Info Card
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.a -ZS
/AC St to 11

Only two controls

Operate the system skillfully
in minutes

100% Digital Signal Pro-
cessing Analog to Digital
sample rate adaptive

Straight forward touch -
screen programming

Your ch Dice of excellent
factory sound presets

Power User Controls to
create your own custom
settings

Create you own unique
sound identity

Non-volatile memory to
store ycur settings

__ ea

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

Price with extras

Touch Screen Control

32 bit Floating Point Processor

AES/EBU Rate Adaptive Digital Interface
included

Hardware & Software upgrades included
at no charge

Final Limiter Sample Rate

# of Audio Processing Bands

Available in colors

Warranty (parts & labor)

Base Price

=eal =oud
MOM
MEM NOM

Call for information on free upgrades and trade-ins.

innlitietranorw

MILLENNIUM' OPTIMOD' OMNIA'
8200 FM HOT

yes

yes

yes

1 year

256 krlz

5

yes

3 years

510,950

S10,950

no no

no no

no

$1,495 extra
yes

no no

128 kHz

5

'10

1 year

$9,595

$11,090

48 kHz
(virtual 192 kHz)

4

no

2 years

$10,700

$10,700

Itillennium is a registered trademark of (RI.
Optimod is a registered trademark ofOrkan. In,

Omnia re a ngistered trademark of TLS' Corporation

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A.
(800) 535-7648

(602) 438-0888

Fax (6:02) 438-8227

E-mail: crl@crlsystems.com
Internet: www.crlsystems.com
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RF
KINTRONIC LABS INC.

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

Prefabricated, Climate -Controlled, Fully -Equipped ATU
PreTuned and Ready to Install. -WWJ, Detroit, MI

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. Box 845, Bristol, Tennessee 37621-0845

Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224
Email: ktlOkintronic.com
Web Site: www.kintronic.com

2,7.2

VISA
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Simplw Gpb that CIler
and put 'em On -the -A

9

innkeeper 1 Digital Hybrid
Desktop List
Price S780.00

 The perfect hybrid for analog telephone lines.
 True separation of send and rece ye audio.
 DSP automatically adapts to line conditions.

19" rack mount or 11" desktop version.
 Optional desktop keypad.

JK Audio Modt:ast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com
800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502

Engineering
Electrical

For folded unipoles, check the tension turnbuckles on
the skirt wires, and double check the connections be-
tween the skirt wires, the 0 -ring that connects them all
together and the ATU.

Inspect the one- or two -loop copper tubing that forms
the RF drive connection from the ATU to the tower. If it
is bent out of shape or is no longer a good round loop,
replace it. Be sure the tower -end connection is clean and
free from corrosion and rust. If the lighting power is taken
through this tube, check for frayed and failing insulation.
Measure the lightning ball spacing and reset if needed.

Check the tower lights at night for proper beacon opera-
tion. Check the electric -eye in daylight for proper operation.
A clamp -on ammeter is useful here. Follow the manufactur-
er's manual for maintenance of high -intensity lights, and be
sure to examine all cables from the control box.

While you have the ammeter handy, clamp it on the FM
antenna heater line and check for open heating units. You
should be able to read the rated power for each unit.

For AM tower bases. check the base insulator. spark gap and all
the electrical connections. Photo by Tracey Liston.

,1 good tower installation practice is to bond all tower
sections for electrical continuity. Unfortunately, not all
owners are willing to pay the extra cost of brazing or
welding. If this practice has been followed, these conti-
nuity jumpers should be checked for continued function.

A frequently neglected item is the tower -mounted DA
sampling loop. The coax connection should be cleaned
and reinstalled and the loop mounting tightened. It is vital
not to disturb the placement of these loops. If their
orientation is changed the antenna monitor will no longer
read correctly.

Examine the isocouplers or quarter -wave isolating stub
to be sure all connections are sound. Include any audio
lines in this inspection.

Finally, enter the inspection in your maintenance log
hook and date and sign it.

E-mail John at batcom (4' brightnet.

For more information
circle 202 on Free In o Card
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256 X 256 LARGE  YIONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS  I18(IB ANALOG DYNAMIC RANGE  011STRINUTED MULTI -PROFESSOR ARCHITECTURE

I' the migrat on to digital is in your future.

then this is the route tc take. IntrociJcing the

-arge size, tig performalce analog router that

also speaks -luent digital. A true hybrid that

allows you to scale the number of a-a-og and

cicital Forts as needed. now and in tha future.

Anc even better, the SAS64000 creates a forward

Wh to AES/EBU digital audio without creating

analog obsolescence.

This means you can mix your ana-og and digital I/O in

the same router frame. Go direct analog to analog, or

digital :o digital. Cr mix it up with 24 bit conversion

analog to digital and vice versa. Either way, this

unicue architecture sports flawless signal integrity

and non -blocking fle<ibility.

And it's wonderfully simple, just plug in our new digital

port ex_ander and that's it. Welcome to digital!

-co-exis-Ang racily -4ith analog in the same f-amework.

There's -ots more to :ell. Call us: 818 840 6745. Fax us:

818 840 '7E.1. E -nail us: sales@sasaudio.com Check the

Web site: sasaud-o.ccm And of course, snail mail: 2112

North Glenoaks Blvd. Burbank. California 915(4 USA

Circk (111) on Free trio Card
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Wave

The other DAB
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

In July 1999, the Consumer Electronics Manufacturing
Association proposed to the FCC a new
broadcast service that is essentially DAB by another
name. Called the Mobile Multimedia Broadcast Ser-

vice (MMBS), CEMA filed the proposal in response to an
NPRM on the reallocation of some soon -to -be -
reclaimed UHF -TV spectrum (Docket 99-168). The action
covers spectrum currently occupied by TV channels 60-
62 (746-764MHz) and channels 65-67 (776-794MHz).

CEMA envisions a service that includes multichannel
digital audio (5.1 channels) plus auxiliary data, with
robust coding and modulation suitable for mobile
reception. The auxiliary data could carry program -
associated data (PAD, content associated with the audio
program) or non program associated data (NPAD, inde-
pendent content).

A variation on Eureka 147
A strawman format CEMA has proposed mirrors the

Eureka 147 DAB format in that it uses COFDM coding,
DPQSK modulation and a 1.5MHz channel bandwidth.
Unlike Eureka 147, however, MMBS includes only three
(rather than Fu -147's usual set of five) program services

no market can use all channels because of the need for
adjacent -channel protection in neighboring markets.
CEMA's proposed frequency -reuse plans that accommo-
date such protection might reduce the number of MMBS
program channels in a major market to as few as 12. Some
observers feel 30 channels is a more probable lower limit.

Very long guard intervals are employed in the COFDM
format suggested, allowing F(90, 90) coverage at up to
120km/hr speeds. The trade-off is a substantial penalty in
program capacity, however. Whereas the same 6MHz
channel can carry approximately 18Mb/s in the TV flavor of
COFDM (the DVB format), the longer guard interval in the
MMBS proposal would only allow a total of 4.5Mb/s to be
transmitted. This is the price paid for reliable broadband
mobile reception from a terrestrial source - the most
difficult of all transmission channels.

The format is also optimized for transmission at 770MHz,
which has advantages over L -band (1500MHz) or S -band
(2300MHz), where other COFDM-based mobile audio
services for North America have been proposed (Eureka
147 in Canada and S-DARS in the U.S., respectively).
MMBS also assumes the use of multiple, low -power
transmitters, fed either by synchronized links for single -

frequency networks (SFN) or sim-
ple off -air repeater operation. In
either case, much lower total
power (and, in most cases, lower
antenna heights) can be used to

Total: provide equal or better coverage
24 than a single high-powered trans-

mitter. Either type of multiple -
transmitter design also allows for

2
greater spectrum reuse due to

7
tighter pattern control.

Existing TV
Channels

MMBS
Ensembles

MMBS Program
Channels

6 MHz bandwidth each

Ch. 60 Ch. 61 Ch. 62 Ch.65 Ch.66 Ch.67

1.5 MHz bandwidth each

375 kb/s each

Total:
6

Total:

Figure 1. Proposed MMBS channel allocation ((or clarity. only a single TV channel is detailed). Each
MMBS program channel provides a 5.1 -channel digital audio signal plus 64kb/s of auxil ary data.

per RF channel (or ensemble), each of which runs at
375kb/s. This data is assigned as follows: 288kb/s for
multichannel audio, 64kb/s for PAD/NPAD and 23kb/s
for forward error correction. Three such channels are
multiplexed into a 1125kb/s bitstream, which is robustly
channel coded at 0.75b/s/Hz into the 1.5MHz ensemble.

At this channel bandwidth, each UHF -TV channel (6MHz)
could accommodate four MMBS ensembles. The entire
band of six UHF channels therefore allows 24 such
ensembles, carrying 72 audio/data program channels (see
Figure 1). Like any local broadcast service band, however,

The advantage of SFN over off -
air repeating is the allowance of
greater distance between trans-

mitters (-50 km), roughly double the spacing possible
with simple off -air repeaters (-25 km). The dedicated
links used in an SFN instance allow discrete control of the
relative timing between transmitters, which expands the
usable service area between transmitters at a given guard
interval. Its downside is the additional cost and complex-
ity of multiple STLs, which the off -air repeater approach
does not require. The obvious downsides of either
multiple -transmitter method are the requirement for
space rental at numerous individual locations and distrib-
uted maintenance duties.
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«A Smart Broadcast Solution?»

The new 3.0 version of the Studer On -Air 2000 Digital
Mixing Console offers additional possibilities in the
continuity suite. Up to six Cleanfeeds (n-1) ease the task
when listeners or reporters call in. Any of the up to 24
faders can be assigned to be the master fader for the
record or program bus. Mike signalling is possible even

with remote mic preamps. The interface to the Studer
DigiMedia CAB System allows even fader control from
the automation settings. And all that with an intuitive
user interface with clearly arranged controls, accessible
on touch -screen panels. Want to hear more? Please do
not hesitate to contact us.

STUDER
professional audio equipment

11 A Harman International Company

Studer Professional Audio AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH -8105 Regensdorf-Zurich Switzerland, Tel. +41 1 870 75 11, Fax: +41 1 840 47 37
Direct -Subsidiaries: Austria: +43 1 865 16 76 0, France: +33 1 45 14 47 80, Germany: +49 621 7 77 08-0, U.K.: +44 181 953 67 19

Canada: +1 416 510 13 47, Japan: +81 3 34 65 22 11, Singapore: +65 225 51 15, USA: +1 510 297 27 11
http://www.studer.ch
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Next Wave

When your work
relies on play...
rely on Antex.

Introducing the Broadcaster'" series from Antex.
With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each

other, you have near -unlimited options for broadcast creativity.

Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds-all

while playing back as many as six stereo programs on the air.

All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20 -bit

sound ever to come out of an Intel or Alpha based PC.

Best of all, you have the confidence of choosing an ISO -9001

rated industry leader that's been defining the standard for PC

digital audio for over a dozen years. When you're choosing

Antex, you're choosing the best.

Model LX -24M Model BX-44

ANTEX
im ELECTRONICS

NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF SOUND.

Find out how Antex is
setting new standards
for broadcasters. Visit
us at www.antex.com
or call us toll -free at
1.800.338.4231.

Model BX-12

20 bit A/D and D/A 20 bit A/D and D/A converters 20 bit AN and D/A converters
converters MPEG layer MI, 8 or 16 bit MPEG layer I/11, 8 or 16 bit

MPEG layer I/11, 8 or 16 PC M PCM

bit PCM PCI bus,WIN 98/NT PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

PCI bus,WIN 98/NT 96dB dynamic range, 0.003% 94dB dynamic range, 0.003%

THD+N THD+N
96dB dynamic range,
0.003% THD+N

2 inputs/4 outputs/balanced

4 inputs/4 outputs/balanced

3 virtual stereo devices

AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O

4 inputs/13outputs/balanced

6 virtual stereo devices

AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O

3 virtual stereo devices MIDI interface
Independent sample clocks

Convertible from analog to kill
Video sync/time code digital I/O

Optional, opto-isolated
digital I/O

An uncertain future
It was initially believed that this

spectrum would be auctioned after
January 1, 2001, for availability in
2006. Congress has since ordered that
this spectrum be auctioned prior to
September 30, 2000, so the proceeds
can be collected during FY2000 to be
applied to the current fiscal year.

Even before this acceleration, insid-
ers felt MMBS would have an uphill
battle, given the current FCC's procliv-
ity toward more flexible, open -market,
wireless telecom -oriented applications
of such reclaimed spectrum. CEMA's
MMBS proposal would have called for
the FCC to take a more proactive stand
and mandate that the entire realloca-
tion be assigned to create a new local,
terrestrial, nationwide broadcast band,
including a single technical transmis-
sion standard. Had the format been
approved, Congressional requirement
for auctioning of the spectrum would
have opened the door to competing
interests with deep pockets, leaving
many broadcasters out of the game.

Meanwhile, the NAB has expressed
its displeasure over the MMES propos-
al, citing the new service's threat to
existing radio broadcasters, who al-
ready face other emerging competi-
tion. NAB is also concerned about the
potential for interference to existing
analog UHF TV broadcasters in and
adjacent to the proposed MMBS band.

Finally, CEMA wants MMBS to be a
free service. But the speculative, high
entry -cost nature of auctioned spec-
trum does not fit well with the free
broadcast business model.

The MMBS proposal CEMA has
presented is elegant and well -craft-
ed technically, but a compelling busi-
ness case is hard to identify in the
auctioned spectrum context. In an
environment more favorable to
broadcast interests, however, it could
become the basis of an ideal DAB
solution. Unlike S-DARS, MMBS is a
local, terrestrial service. It could serve
fixed and portable devices equally
well, without the need for large,
complex antennas. If nothing else,
CEMA's work here might have value
as initial R&D for some other new -
band DAB that the FCC now seems
open to considering.

Circle (113) on Free Info Card
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent cam achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combiniig proven digital signal

processing and an easy to use analog -like

interface with factory and user program-

mable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

/tKRIS
Communications
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Old CPs given new life
By Harry Martin

The commission has added a year to the
construction period of permits outstanding as of
February 16, 1999. This will allow more time for

construction of those stations that have less than a year
left under their construction permits when the FCC
changed the standard from 18 months to three years.

A number of parties filed petitions seeking reconsider-
ation of the FCC's decision to apply the new three-year
construction period to old construction permits. Some
parties argued that the application of the new rule to such
permits was impermissibly retroactive or insufficient
notice had been provided.

The commission rejected both arguments in the recon-
sideration order. Nevertheless, the FCC will provide relief
to permittees who held a valid initial authorization or
extension as of February 16, 1999, the effective date of
the initial streamlining order. For these permittees, the
authorizations will now be automatically forfeit either
one year from the effective date of the reconsideration
order or on the existing expiration date, whichever is
later. The commission also stated that, in appropriate
circumstances, its tolling provisions could be applied to
the one-year extension period.

In the initial streamlining order, the commission deter-
mined that it would no longer extend construction
periods but that it would allow for tolling of those periods
under certain extraordinary circumstances. On reconsid-
eration, the commission affirmed its conclusion that
zoning difficulties generally would not be considered as
a circumstance justifying tolling of the construction
period. The only exception would be judicial review of
a zoning decision. The commission reasoned that diligent
pennittees would find a way to surmount zoning difficul-
ties by either securing an alternate site or finding a way
to obtain the necessary approvals. Tolling also will apply
where there is a failure to meet a commission -imposed
condition prior to commencing operation. For example,
in some cases in which a station seeks to change its
channel, and that channel change requires a change in
another station, the permit issued to the first party will
include a condition that the second station commence
operations on its new channel prior to program tests for
the first station. Likewise, when a station has completed
construction and commenced operation pursuant to
Special Temporary Authority but cannot file a license
application because of special circumstances, the con-
struction permit will not be considered forfeited.

Otherwise, the events that justify tolling are "acts of

God," such as natural disasters, which prevent construc-
tion and judicial or administrative review of the grant of
the permit itself.

Fines issued for broadcasting phone calls
II, I( ( lids fined three separate radio stations for

recording or broadcasting telephone conversations. Radio
stations in Georgia, Illinois and California must each pay
$4,000 for their violations of The FCC Rules, which requires
a licensee to notify all parties of a telephone call that the call
will be broadcast prior to recording or broadcasting it. An
exception exists for callers to call -in shows.

The FCC stated that a station couldn't delegate the
responsibility of notifying a party that a conversation will
be broadcast. The Illinois station broadcast a segment in
which a listener and the on -air personalities phoned a
listener's relative. The station had a policy requiring the
listener to place a presegment call to the relative to advise
the relative that the station would call, and that the call
would be recorded and broadcast. The FCC still found the
station to be in violation of the FCC Rules, which require
stations to directly notify participants that a call will be
broadcast or recorded.

In the other cases, the stations admitted on -air per-
sonalities had broadcast telephone conversations
without first notifying the call recipients that they were
being broadcast. Two stations advised the FCC that their
on -air personalities were reprimanded, and all other staff
were reminded of the FCC Rule. One station formally
apologized to the person called; the other station apolo-
gized and gave the person called dinner for two at a local
restaurant. None of these circumstances mitigated the
violation: Each received the standard fine.

All station staff should be aware of the restrictions on
broadcast of telephone co nversations and should know
that only station personnel may notify persons who are
called of the intended broadcast of a call.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC..
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@thh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Statior s in the following states must tile their biennial

ownersh p reports on new Form 323 (or 323-E for NCE
station) by February 1, 2000: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisi-
ana, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York and
Oklahoma.
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By Chriss Scherer,

editor

A look back at
the year's technological progress.

As ar engineer, understauding and
keeping up with technology is a
cnv:ial part of your job. If you

hive a problem is one of your studios.
or if you need to design a new facility.
you will be entrusted to know all the
choices available and to select :he best
ones for your statknts.

Every month, BE Radio helps keep
you informed by bringing you cover-
age of the latest radio -industry tech-
nology. Developments are increas-
ingly occurring in the digital realm.

Digital audio is no stranger to most
facilities. Although some stations are

16'11.3:1

still .-up-)orting a onripletely analog
infrastru:Aure, others have fully im-
mersed themselves in digital -udio
dhaitts. Chances are, your facility fi-.1Is
s mnewhere in between. Over the
c-Aming months. you will probably
aJd more digital audio capability.
The first ruk in handling digital

a Alio is to treat it more like RE and
less I ke DC. Wire and cable must be
properly selected carry the signal.
}Outing and distribution must also be
considered. Multiple taps on an AES3
signa are not allowed. Any signal

5)R\113

splitting must preserve the Agnal
level and impedance.

The first digital audio c'evice in -your
control room was probably a CD
player. You Lsed the analog outputs,
but it was p1.)1 eit ially a digital so,.:rce.
Other equipmerr has tnckled it: that
also takes advantage of digital sig-
nals. Unless you have built a new
facility from the ground up, the con-
version to Cigital has most I kely
been slow and grad a/.

One piece of equipment whose
analog roots hare stayed firmly plant-
ed is the coisole. 11:e first digital

' - -



consoles were introduced a few years
ago. Not many statims jumped on-
baard right away. Because the con-
sole is at the heap of the control room,
taking the first leap of faith is difficult.
Digital consoles are fixing more ac-
ceptance as they prove their metal.

Two ways to go
Most digital consoles available today

fall into one of two has c types. The
first is a direct equivalent to the analog
predecessor. Like an analog console,
all the connecdois are made directly
to one input or output A singe source
must be connected directly to each
input location where it will be used.
All of the conr.ectior.s are made di-
rectly to the console. For anal ig sourc-
es, a bridging input fweelance will
allow some fimibility h more than
one connection. For digital sources, a
digital audio splitter Nil be needed.
This style of con tole is a ong the lines
of traditional tido consoles; it allows
a facility to install a digital cons7le into
an existing envin-nmemt without many
additional changes.

The other type of digital console
has a different personaity and adds
the enhanced features typically found
in audio routers. One of the primary
functions of any COIlti6e is to route
audio signals. This level of touting is
not complex and usual y corsists of
assigning a source to an output with
some degree of leve control Build-
ing a console around a :outer further
integrates the functions of the two.

Inputs and outputs fo7 this style of
console are usually aci-onamcxkited

rough a controller or audio engine.

-'4111111111111111646.

-a/
'-711110.

This component can typically be
placed quite a distance from the
console control surface, which com-
municates with the controller via a
communication', 'us.

Both console styles can usually be
configured on the fly as wel.. As
program shifts change. so car the
console's configuration. Sometimes,
a series of presets can be saved,
much like scenes on a lighting con-
troller. The routing style models can
also remap the:r inputs.

Channel labels are dispayec or read-
outs. As the sources is changed from
one device to another, the readout
wilt reflect the change. Some console
manufacturers are taking this one step
further to communicate with the on -
air delivery .system. so that song,, artist
or spot information is displayed as
each event is played. Instead of ad-
justing the console level on aut)ma-
tion system output three with a label
such as Aur.o3, the user could in-
stead ad us: Viva;di or Matebk,..x 2o.
The AES'.8 standard (see sidebar p.
32) for some user da:a to
accompi n t digital aedio stream.

On -air playback
A considerable number of systems

are available for on -air audio piay-
back. These systems have matured
since their introduction. Their fea-
tures range 'roll direct cart replace-
ment to feature -heavy, highly re-
dundant, multistation systems.
Windows9x and NT are common
operating systems Some systems run
on DOS and Macintosh. Some ma nu-

,cre

if

facturers are looking at Linux as an
OS. A few such examples were rep-
resented at the NAB99 convention.

Cross -manufacturer communication
between different systems is a con-
cern same stations have faced with
consoliation Existing files and au-
dio archives will need to be made
available to another system. Commu-
nication with digital audio worksta-
tions (DAWs) is also common. (For
more on DAW', see page 34.)

Most competers in use arounc sta-
tions are already connected to a net-
work While there may be (and if
there is not, there probably should be)
separate networks for on-ak and of-
fice functions, a bridge can be in-
stalled to allow cross communicaton.
The most common links are to the
music scheduling and commercial -
traffic databases. Other links may be
needed, depending on the facility.

Computer networks have also grown
to include the DAWs. Once stand-
alone iskinds, facilities with more than
ore DAW car network their units for
greater lexibi;ity and file sharing. Even
systems from different manufacturers
may be able to share common files. If
one pr:xlucer prefers a system for
music editing and another favors a
different system for commercial pro-
duction, the same files can be created
and shared b.rtween the two.

Networking has mewd to equip-
ment that is not always considered a
computer. Microprocessor control
ard/or DSP are common in much of
the equipment in a facility. Most of
these devices also have the capability

for external control,
11 tr ;71 rarParT
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typically by a serial port. It data can be
sent and received externally to a de-
vice, that device can also be made
accessible through a network. A serial
to IP interface can be used to make a
device available almost anywhere. Some

equipment takes this a step further,
adding a network interface card (MC)
or other built-in means to make it
available as an IP address. Remote
access to equipment is a valuable tool
for routine checks or trouble analysis.

Transmission
An early stage of the transmission

facilities is a station's audio processing.
Processing is one area where DSP and

microprocessor control have made sig-
nificant advances. Remote access to
audio processing is also a valuable
tool The ability to recall settings or
even copy them to another processor
can aid processing setup, modify pro-
cessing for dayparts and establish base-

line parameters for a new installation.

Processing an on -air signal is noth-
ing new. Processing an online signal
is . Although webcasting does not yet
offer the financial benefits of broad-
casting, more stations are using the
Web for audio streaming. This content
may simply be a simulcast of the air
signal, or it may offer a separate pro-
gram feed. Just as audio processing is
used to maximize the RF broadcast
signal, it can also be used to maximize
the Web signal.

Getting from here to there
By Bob Leighton

Reconsidering the war you have thought about satellite -deliv-
ered audio is the kew to stream ining the process. Treat satellie
p-ogran-rring as data and 70J will greatly simplify the process 0:
routing -he p-ograrr nrin3 strewn to its destination. This approach-
wi I also provide opportunities for minimizing your mairtenance
requiremerN ani eli-ninatkag er.cess hardware.

Infrastructure issues
One cha lerge many ste.- tioas face is that their ex sting aucio routing.

infrastructure is buil- around sate lite requiremerts that a -e far less
demanding -hen current needs. It is
designec arou-xJ an analog para-
clgin in which tain3s happen se-
quen-ial ly. SaecializeJauc ioewkeh-
ers and dist-ibution anplifie-s seed
material throilhout the facility on
dedicated audio cab ing. im ng
mist be precise. Delays and missed
cues are inevitable as the audio is
transported =tom po w to poirt in
the staticn. I a his system,
a I watchers and CAs lo not a ter the
speed cf data transfer car improve its
flow. Whe i idle, these devices are
an investment your stati
is rot making he most

An alternative involv
computer technoloFy a
hig-espeed -reworks.
approach requir
treating the ince)
lite feed as audio.
concede that it is digital Ja

 h can be moved rrarch more quickly than an

the picture
treat audio as data en one sense, with your

lion's digital at dio management system. It your system is central-
ed, it coexist- with your routing infrastructure (see Figure A). In th s

ple there is a significant duplication of hardware. Each studio
is equipped with a PC 'the blue elements) and a switcher fcr satellite
ma-erial ."the red elements). Eadi hardware netwo'k also has its own
wiring between locations: dedicated audio :able for the switcheis
anc a standard CATS cable or the PCs.

Audio as data, hovvewer, is flexible enough to be conveyed along
the PC cable. This means that, if a method can be created for
capturing satellite material c:irectly into the DC -based digital audio
system, the pera lel cistribution structure of switchers and DAs
becomes completely redundant.

Sate lite Receivers
ono

Disteibution Amps

Ste dio

Swecher

Stole io

Figure A stows series
distribution for switch-
ers and DAa. Figure B
shows the same studios
with parallel structure
distribution..

k .ipetireNritior

Figure B illustates one si_ch approach, uskig a PC dcs ..yiate:1 fo-
network capture as tie Joni for audio from -he satellke receivers to
enter the digi-al aJiia system. Deoendirg on the audio card
configuration Lsel, :his sirgile PC might handle up to ei31-t separate
satellite feeds, le ive-irg them directly to the system it mil time.

Because the netwcrl, stores the audio as it is -eceivsrl, many
playback scenarios a -e possible. When the -wed is immediate. the
satellite material can be streamed directly to -le control room, where
it is aired as we I as played into the system fo- later use. If C.- voice cal
or music cut has run ove- by several seconds, the Fe& can be
fractionally debyed Whe- playback hours. or even days later is
needed, the ma-er al 3r bego-ed in the system for later ace ms. At this
point, it becomes mud) ike any other cal in terms of how it s handlec

i- the schedule. 11-e. mater al car le editec
i-to separate segments, v.oice-racked or
used simulta wooly by mit pie stations
on the system. TI -is simplifies natter; for
t -e operator. Instead of switch r3, in mate-
rial from secondary sauces,. everything
appears on screen in a ford ar, easily
r-anaged format.

Nuts and bytes
Apart from the laeraticnal advantages

t- is approach presents, the -e ar? signifi-
cant gains in budi.etary and ma ntenance
tears. Seve-al pieces of ecicipment are

eliminated and re -
°laced with Pr s, w rich
either area dy in the
station'; postessioa or
will almost.7crtainly be
more affordable than
-Jedicated black box-
es. Workspace in the
studio is freed. Mainte-
nance time stocking of
;pare compo lents and
3otential factory ser-

paion "7pcarformance
vice are reduced. Ex-

ns an inp-ov :oe a mate- simply oft1"- beern
adding memory or ZLICi0 cards or recycling the PC hardware to
another area of the station in favor of a recent, faster model.

More than ever before, the PC is a fixture in any radio station
operation; it probably a ready performs tasks that might at one time
have required racks of ;ear td accomplish. By apply n3 b power
to distribution of you- satel ite programming, you enable this part
of your operation :o core smoothly into the fast lane, and you take
a step closer to ar a I -digital facility.

Switctser

Stud'.

Switaer

Studb

Switch er

Studio

Ski lies

Bob Leighton is programming manar at CBSIrCustom Business
Systems Inc., Rcedspor, OR.
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What they hear will determine your destiny

Made the old fashioned way,

Master craftsmen and tech -

the AKG legendary sound

your success, it's an invest-
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to TECHNOLOGY tall
The biggest difference between processing

for on -air as opposed to processing for
online is that webcasts do not have pre-
emphasis/de-emphasis curves to fol-
low. It is important to understand and

work with the high -fre-
quency boost
used for the
broadcast medi-
um. This is not a
consideration for
the Web.
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

888-13SIUSA1 Only
low* $999
www.bsiusa.com BSI '111.(

Process online audio streams with the
same care and attention you give the
station's broadcast signal.

The signal source for webcasts rang-
es from a radio receiver to a dedicated,
linear audio path from the station to
the ISP. For stations that do have a
dedicated feed, the decision may be
made to use an old audio processor
for the webcast processor. This solu-
tion may provide satisfactory results
for some. If you go this route, be sure
to eliminate any pre-emphasis/de-em-
phasis networks that may be in place.

Advances in media streaming have
also occurred. New coding algorithms
and enhancements to those that al-
ready exist allow improved perfor-
mance with more robust signals and a
reduction in required bandwidth. We-
bcasting will continue to grow in pop-
ularity and practicality as algorithms
become more robust and adequate
bandwidth is consistently available.

Digital mixer audio engines can be lo-
cated in a central rack room.

The RF side
For many stations, upgrading the

STL to digital has provided substan-
tial improvements. It is common to
find an STL path that has significantly
degraded over time, but the effect has
not been noticed because the change
occurred gradually. Both wired and
wireless STLs provide a cleaner path
to the transmitter and usually provide
additional communication paths.

STLs over T1 circuits offer a return
path that can be used for remote
control, remote audio feeds, data and

Circle (126) on Free Info Card
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If time is money, wfiat

could you get for an extra

radio commercial every

ten minutes?

If you're in the radio business to
make money (and who isn't)

you need

Through an exclusive time -
shifting process, Cash creates
additional broadcast time to

sell. It does it in real time, right
on the air. It does it without

reducing program content. It
does it without affecting pitch

or creating a "chipmunk effect,"
It does it in stereo or mono. It

does it in variable amounts,
adding from zero to five

minutes, within two minutes to
two Fours.

Cash, from Prime Image - you
don't need one unless you want

to make some.

Wit Tik9-.1r

662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose, CA 95133  Tel (408)867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294 Service (408)926-5177
Primeimagein(dearthlink.net  www.primeimageinc.:om
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WARD ttl(K PROIIWONAI BROAD( A%1 I ()WPM! NI

STANDS ALONE
Legendary design

Legendary quality

Legendary construction

AFFORDABLE BY COMMITMENT

R2K fs here!
.14yq

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LT
-800-771-2556 www.wbsltd.com

IcHNOLOGY MANI
other functions. Digital IT STLs allow you to transmit data
and sometimes even additional program channels. Both
have excellent audio specifications, but care must be given
to their maintenance. Unlike analog units, they do not fail
gracefully. If neglected, a signal can degrade over time
until the error correction can no longer compensate for the

Centrally locating au -1 -
We autio engine can
reduce ticility cabling
requireirents.

lt1 '01 '.11 tl iI.rla d it

00000
t.25.12421.12.

01r

00000

loss. Once the digital cliff is reached, you're off the air.
Solid-state transmitters have also made it on their own.

Increased power handling per device has brought down
size and operating requirements to make them the perfect
choice for some installations. Solid-state transmitters also
offer broader bandwidth and better linearity, which affords
a potentially extended life -span in an IBOC future.

.AES-18
Passing the data

Distrikution of digital audit signo's in oie ci- le two AES3
tormats is common today. Most stations and eigineers. are
mnifortible with ds tal audio routi-ig needs v.i-t,in z facility.
Because digital auctio is a da-4- strezm, routing, k is more like
cpmputer network routing and ess like its analq. onxi-cessor.

One variation to tie AES, standard hos iii-Atul applica-
t ens fo- radio. The standar( , called AES18-19%, outlines
t -:e app ication of and guidelines for user da z that can he
inbedded within the audio stream. The t;e- data may
comprise any data that fits i -to the specified tornizt.

Transmitting additional data alcrg with the aidic is part
cf the design of REDS. Mate, stations have i -riple vented
R3DS on their carriers to trar 5. mit cnly clock an] stztion ID
data. Getting the artist and song title inforiationi to the.

RBDS encoder has often beer an obstacle.
AES18 offers an ideal soluton. Many station s are

, a_idio from a central storage Eystern for or -air plzybz
' songtitle and artist name i.. ilrcady attache] to the au

. Keeping this text informitiort with the aid a irfor
is exactly what AES18 was ikiigned to do As a s

,s frcm the 'de server and tie AES3 acid c is ro
. ughout the faciity, the ti le information ises w th it-
..-, ,.tOne drawback to -Ids idea I; -hat equipmendtiot can pass

3 digital audio may not he able to pass ti -e AES18 data
ct. A so, the source equirment must be able to leliver
program data. It is possible -o add the prol..-am di to into
existing AES3 signal, trans -nit it througi the tzcili.y, and
r extract the data at the tiaismi:ter.

for this technology to gain popularity and acceotance
',.,r the t-ext year. Anther apvlicat on to the A2S18 standard

1 - m.
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Rock Solid
Dependabilit

here are certain things in life that yoti cad

1\

count on, month after month, year afte yea

Smartcasters:
Launched the digital revolution in 1989d1

Have served the broadcast industry foil I
Continue to innovate with cutting -edge echnology
Are industry leaders for dependability
Are backed by the industry's best on 1 1 e sup
Thousands are in service all over AV

On the Smartcasters' 10th birtr
it's time to find out how th

time -tested product could be serving !lotiA_

Phone: 800 747-6278 7,7 f riffimtr
Fax: 712 852-5030 Broadcast S stems

Email info@smartsbroadcast.com

Celebrating the 10th birthday of the Smartcaster
The standard for digital audio in broadcastin'

1
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DIGITAL
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Deciding which type of
DAW to buy can be a
daunting task, but the
decision becomes easier
once you determine your
current and future needs.

AU
he days of cotlikructing a stu-
dio facility are history. Con-
cerns have shifted to inte-

grating the facility so all the new
digital audio -based devices will
seamlessly work together. Okay,
maybe not exactly seamlessly, but
we're getting much closer.

Wondering what console or CD
player to buy has been replaced by
concerns about architecture and pro-
tocol. Even after these and- other
critical infrastructure Issues ha been
addressed, you still have t ke
what is perhaps the most ssful
decision: what equipment to buy.

A new.Q flovffiilitv and crwarl ran !pad to nroatar rrnativitu

This decision is complicat-
ed by the harsh reality that

digital -based audio equipment
has firmly planted roots in some form
of PC -based technology.

Moore's Law speculates that the
speed of these devices doubles ev-
ery 18 to 24 months. This is a major
concern for anyone responsible for
purchasing technology these days.
Usin the same logic, it's reason-

pect that each generation
of a rticular device will have
impro d audio and noise specifi-
cations, will interface better with
other equipment, will provide a
more comprehensive menu of fea-
tu and will be easier to use than
ea r versions because of similar

improvements in Digital Signal Pro-
cessor (DSP) technology.

Form and function
Digital audio workstations (DAWs)

come in two general forms:
1. PC- or Mac -based systems with

associated software. These systems
typically use high -quality digital au-
dio cards and, in some cases, external
control surfaces and/or output devic-
es. They range from a built -from -
scratch approach - a PC customized
with the appropriate hardware run-
ning your favorite audio editing soft-
ware - to systems with completely
configured packages.

2. Stand-alone systems that incor-
porate the processor, disk drives and

WORKSTAT 0115
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We deliver high quality audio over
telephone lines. Whether on standard

dial lines or on digital circuits, Comrex has
a solu-ion. No matter what your re-iote broadcast

need. let Comrex help you cover rt.

ABG is the dealer you can -rust to deliver your Comrex products.
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Audio Broadcast Group Inc.
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DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS

Originally released only for Macintosh,
ProTools from Digidesign is now avail-
able for Windows.

audio interfaces in a single chassis.
These units generally feature an ex-
ternal control surface.

The type you choose may, on the
surface, be determined by your bud-
get as well as the experience, capa-
bilities and preferences of those
using it. The technology behind the
particular system, however, should
be the determining factor in the
final selection.

When planning the deployment of
digital audio workstations i n ( )u r

facility, you need to consider the
following questions:

1. How will files transfer to/from
the DAW?

2. Is there a common file format
used in your facility?

3. By what means do audio files
currently travel through your facility
(i.e., network, AES/EBU, analog)?

4. If audio files are transferred on a
network, which protocol(s) are re-
quired (i.e., TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, Net-
BEUI)?

5. Do the files need to be linked to
other systems, such as traffic and
music scheduling?

6. Is there a re-
quirement for the
DAW to interact
with any other sys-
tems that are in
place or planned?
7. Are the primary

users of the DAW
comfortable with the

system, and can they make
full use of the technology?

8. In the case of networked facili-
ties, is a trained network person
responsible for the infrastructure?

9. Are these requirements likely to
materially change in the next 12 to
18 months?
The term integration has taken on

new importance in many current
studio designs. The tapeless facility
is now largely a reality. Whether the
audio product is produced from a
DAW, satellite, an electronic news-
room or digitally at another loca-
tion, it all needs to end up on a
common database that can be ac-
cessed to provide on -air content.
The Internet has proved to be a

GET ON AND GET OFF.

YOU WON'T FIND

ART DECO COCKTAIL

SHAKERS OR BEANIE

BABIES ON DIGIBID.

You WILL FIND THE

PRO AUDIO, VIDEO,

MUSICAL GEAR YOU'RE

AFTER.

DIGIBID IS THE

AUCTION ARENA WHERE

THE DEDICATED PRO

CAN FIND EVERYTHING

FROM AUDIO-TECHNICA

TO Z-SYSTEMS-AT

RIGHT PRICES. AND

THE BEST GEAR DEALS

ON THE PLANET ARE

THE MOST FUN,

ESPECIALLY WHEN

THEY'RE ALL 100%

GUARANTEED.

GET ON AND GET OFF.

WWW.DIGIBID.COM
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Patriot
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Engineers Agree....to Receive Best Signal
the Radio Industry should use a

3.8 Meter Antenna
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Stock Or.:. s Ship in 48 Hours
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AL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS

powerful marketing tool for news-
papers and broadcasters. A few ven-
dors offer products that can produce
events on your website that are
closely linked to material that is

broadcast in real time. An example
of webcasting would be the ability
o add text and audio news clips

from a newscast while the newscast
is in progress.

Another issue to consider is the
ability of the DAW to embed certain
auxiliary information with the audio

data that is sent across the network.
This auxiliary information can be
used to update a website or provide
information to a traffic or music
system. Integrating your facility to
this level may not be in your imme-
diate plans, but you should be aware
of where the technology is heading.

Operational features
DAWs combine all the features of a

multitrack console and tape machine
with a rack of processing equipment.

Listen Closely

Success depends on how well you listen. And how good you sound.
For over a decade the designing minds at AudioScience have been
responsible for more digital audio adapter innovation than
anyone else in the business. So Listen Loud. Listen Clear.
And demand digital audio peripherals from AudioScience.
Call 302-324-5333 or visit www.audioscience.com.
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taste free//sacs

Features vary, but even the lowest -
cost systems in the right hands can
arguably produce higher -quality work
than that which can be attained with
a studio full of equipment. Further-
more, the DAW produces such results
in a much shorter time.

All DAWs provide some level of
digital mixing. More advanced sys-
tems feature the ability to record
multiple tracks simultaneously. The
recorded material can be subse-
quently mixed down to other inter-
nal tracks or to as many as 128
virtual tracks. Control surfaces com-
bine the features of a console and a
tape controller. These control sur-
faces offer the ability to control
audio using slide faders, manipu-
late recorded audio with a scrub

DAWs combine
all the features
of a multitrack

console and tape
machine with a rack

of processing
equipment.

wheel and switch assigned audio
tracks. They also provide tape -ma-
chine control buttons and other
custom features.

DAWs can deliver a variety of ef-
fects, including audio equalization,
reverb, delay and SPX processing.
Some systems include a time -com-
pression and expansion function that
gives the user some control over the
specific length of the audio material
without changing its quality. For many
systems, libraries of software -based
special effects plug -ins can be pur-
chased or downloaded free from the
Internet. Plug -ins allow the DAW to
emulate the specific sound character-
istics of certain equipment, such as a
particular tube -type compressor or
spring reverb. Over time, software
that will accept plug -ins may prove to
be a much better value.

If the heart of the DAW is software,
then its soul lies within the associated
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1 Sill:WCASE. 2 NETWORKS.
15 STATIONS. 25 STUDIOS.
300 USERS.
At EMS,
It Adds Up to

AudioVAIIIT.

EMMIS Communications' $25 million
headquarters in Indianapolis did the
math and built the most notable radio
installation in the U.S. with AudioVAULT
as its digital audio delivery system.

Why AudioVAULT? Just Listen to
Chief Engineer, Dave Hood...

"I made a career decision to go with
AudioVAULT. This system had everything
I was looking for - scalable, flexible, user
friendly, reliable and is backed by the
great service from Broadcast Electronics."

Do the math yourself. From single
station operations to mega-opolies,
there's an AudioVAULT system
customized to your needs. Get a
lock on today's digital studio ...
lock on to AudioVAULT.

Thanks, EMMIS, for
putting your trust in
Broadcast Electronics
and AudioVAULT

1117fila
NMI LI

www.bdcastcom
or 18881 232-3268

Visually Impaired DJ Rocks On.
When EMMIS Communications chose
AudioVAULT, DJ Bernie Eagan didn't
want to be left behind. Bernie is blind
and one of EMMIS's best on -air talents.
To accommodate, BE installed a special
Braille console, free. The interface with
AudioVAULT was seamless and Bernie
keeps rockin' on.

Solutions for

Tomorrow's RadioCircle (139) on Free Info Card
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audio card. Most PC systems today
have audio cards with specs that can
produce decent -quality audio mate-
rial. You can purchase software that
can turn a PC into a mini DAW. High -
end DAW products use sound cards
that dwarf the common PC audio
ystem in terms of power and per-

formance. The current hot proces-
sor in the digital signal processing
world is the Motorola 56002. Sound
cards used in professional PC -based
DAWs use at least one of these
processors operating at approximately
80MHz. Standalone DAWs may also
be based on the 56002 or a similar
proprietary DSP.

I/O options and file systems
As with most digital audio -based

professional equipment, the options
for getting digital audio in and out of
a DAW are pretty standard. Typically,
analog, AES/EBU and S/PDIF (coax-
ial and optical) digital inputs and
outputs are available. The digital
inputs usually have automatic sam-
ple rate conversion to 32kHz,

Some edi-
tors are designed
as stand-alone devices
and do not require a separate
computer for operation.

44.1kHz or 48kHz. The sample rate
of digital outputs can be adjusted
similarly. Connections for interfac-
ing with MIDI devices, external drives
and remote control connections may
also be provided.

Producing audio content from a
DAW without the ability to share it
with other systems is both time con-
suming and unnecessary. Fortun-
ately, most manufacturers have
moved away from using proprietary
file formats. Those that do provide a
file conversion utility. Once again,
this is an unnecessary extra step that

should
be avoided. Typical supported file
formats include WAV, MPEG Layer II,
BWF and cart chunk.

Multimedia -based file formats are
considered either self -describing or
headerless. As the name implies,
self -describing file formats contain
information about themselves. This
information can be used to support
multiple formats and transport addi-
tional non -audio data to a destina-
tion. Self -describing file formats tend
to work across different platforms
(i.e., PC, Macintosh. sC;1) which is

t MAGER
2"-v- SYSTEMS
I lie Best in Sound Furniture

For over 20 years Broadcasters nationwide have come to Mager Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique construction. along with solid wood and quality materials.
means your furniture is built to last. In fact. we've made the design anc construction of studio
furniture as much an art form as it is a business. Every installation is backed by a 10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable and car
accommodate every budget from economy
to showplace. Call today and discover
why Mager Systems is the best in
Sound Furniture.

We're proud to say
we've won the

Radio World
'Cool Stuff'

Award at
NAB '99.

=Mika.
WILSONARTINTERNATIONAL

Mager Systems is proud to offer Wilsonart
Gibraltar solid surface. Gibraltar is a non porous,
stone -like, solid surface material. This premium

material has beauty, strength and durability that is
easy to care for. Gibraltar is auailable in 32 rich colors,

plus. it is backed by a full 10 year installed. limited warranty

Dpcirmpft; fabfkated, Delivered and Installed

'1602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
htienix, Arizona 85024
"!'FL: 602-780-0045

X: 602-780.9860
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Announcing the
?j,gima Lim

Another Breakthrough Codec from MUSICAM USA!

,joima LT
EPIC 17E6112 118,11-iz

10:05 128K LIS
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MR.*1...

The Prima LT is the newest addition to our line of superb digital audio codecs. It is stereo,
bi-directional, and comes with MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2, MPEG Layer 3 and
G.722 algorithms for maximum compatibility. Prima LT accepts one digital interface

module for direct connections to ISDN, V.35, X.21 or RS422.

Highest Audio Quality
A 24 -bit A/D and D/A Converters

A MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2

A Dynamic Range better than 92 dB
A Ultra low distortion at less than 0.01%
A Data rates to 384 kb/s
 AES/EBU/SPDIF optional

Easiest to Use
A 'One Touch' auto dialing

A Simple, intuitive menu navigation
A Connects to any MPEG or G.722 codec

A Software upgrades via Internet
A Removable rack mounts for desktop

operation

1111111111110111

Unmatched value at $3,495 ISDN Ready.
Call now for more details.

670 North Beers Street Bldg. 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
Tel.: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1818

MUSICAM USA
http://www.musicamusa.com

E -Mail sales@musicamusa.com
MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc., Holmdel, NJ, USA
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important in a mixed environment.
AHeaderless file formats can only be
used for encoding and decoding
single data formats.

The most common self -describing
formats are supported under Mi-
crosoft's Resource Interchange File

11111

Format (RIFF) specification as a
means of storing digital audio infor-
mation. Files in the WAV format can
support non -compressed or com-
pressed formats, such as MPEG or
ADPCM. The RIFF simply acts as a
structured framework that contains
multiple nested data structures. These
structures are known as chunks.
Each chunk contains specific infor-
mation about the data stream, such
as the contents, or possibly even
another chunk called a sub -chunk.

The Broadcast Wave Format (BWF)
or, as originally proposed by the
European Broadcast Union, the
Broadcast Extension Wave Format
(EBU/BEXT) maintains many of the
characteristics of the original WAV
format but allows for additional
chunk," that pro% idc ccrt:tin inforina-

tion. Some of the additional elements
include description of the sequence,
name of the originator of the file,
additional reference field, date and
time of creation, time -code informa-
tion, version information, type of
encoding used
(PCM or MPEG),
mono or stereo,
sample rates, bit
rates and more.
In the case of

MPEG coded data
being carried by the
BWF, two addition-
al chunks are used
that define sound
information, frame
size, ancillary data
length and ancillary
data definitions.

Manufacturers can still maintain pro-
prietary file information within a ded-
icated chunk within a BWF while
keeping the basic audio file format
readable. Applications written spe-
cifically to decode RIFF formats will
ignore tirc( ,tmi/ed

Essentially,
the cart chunk
format expands

on the BWF with
the addition of

traffic, scheduling
and continuity

data.

Currently, a proposal is in progress
to create yet another RIFF wave -data
type called cart chunk or the CART/
audio delivery extension. Essentially,
the cart chunk format expands. on
the BWF with the addition of traffic,

scheduling and
continuity data.
The information in
the cart extension
chunk includes the
title, artist name,
cut number, cate-
gory, out cue, start
date and time, end
date and time, tim-
er information,
user definition,
meter system cali-
bration informa-
tion, version, and

tag text. For more on the cart chunk
concept, see the August issue of BE
Radio, p. 41.

MPEG file formats can also be con-
tained within the RIFF. MPEG has
become a popular file format within
the broad( ,t,1 industry becatt,c of its

LomStudy by RadioSoft.
Radio Mapping

At Its Best.

I,

ComStudy by RadioSoft sets a new standard for accu-
rate and efficient mapping of all radio signals.
ComStudy can bring a world of information about your
existing or planned signals right to your screen.
ComStudy 2 offers a lot...

 Fully integrated transmitter databases
Fastest and most accurate calculations

11 Automatic interference calculations
I Real time 3D displays
 Area reliability stud
II Accepted by the FCC

APCO coordination standard
tl I All FCC, TIA, and ITU procedures included

ComStudy offers breakthrough software at a fraction of
the cost of more cumbersome software programs. We'll

. even let ycu test drive ComStudy for 15 days. Just call or
visit our website.

The Mad Leader In Radio Mapping Technology.
109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone 1-888-RADI095 in the USA
Globally. phone 1.904.426.2521  www.radiosoft.com

Rad;oSoft Is A Gal per Ma* Company.
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Sound Experience
Sound Partners

Dielectric Communications has installed 3/4 of all the digital
antennas in the USA. As E radio broadcaster, you're plar ning
that 21st century digital transition for your audiences also.

Let's work together tc dev alop a system with clearer sigr als
now and digital capabilities later. From digital ready comoiner
systems. transmission lines, and antennas, to complete

engineered RF systems, Dielectric is your FM resource today
and DAB partner to-norrow.

Dielec-ric Communications  22 Tower Road  Raymond. Maine 04071
1-800-341-9678  Emai : dcs3les@dielectric.com  www.dielecTic.com

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942
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DAW. If you plan to configure your
own hardware platform for a DAW,
be sure to build it with as much
power as your budget will allow.

Check with the software manu-
facturer to determine the min-

imum CPU, bus speed,
RAM, disk drive,

disk drive

inter-
face,

sound card,
networking

and monitor requirements.
Don't skimp on the disk drive

system; the process of recording
streaming data to a drive is speed -
intensive. Ideally, a fast -SCSI inter-
face should be used, along with
multimedia -rated disk drives that
spin at 10,000 RPM. The size of the
drives will be determined by the
type, length and compression of
your audio files. Plan on using about
7.5MB/minute for each channel of
audio sampled at 24 bit and 44.1kHz.

The user interface is an important consideration in select-
ing a DAW. Some systems offer several options including
additional control surfaces.

ability to provide high -quality audio
at relatively low bit rates.

MPEG supports three layers: Layer
I: 32 to 448 kb/s at a target bit rate of
192 kb/s; Layer II: 32 to 384 kb/s at
a target bit rate of 128 kb/s; Layer III:
32 to 320 kb/s at a target bit rate of
64 kb/s.

Other supported formats include
the following: AIFF, AIFC, Quick -
time Movie Audio and Sound Re-
source files (.SND). AIFF and AIFC
files are native to Apple and Silicon
Graphics platforms. They are simi-
lar to RIFF files in some respects.
AIFC are simply AIFF files that per-
mit data compression. Quicktime
Movie Audio is another multimedia

data compression scheme
that permits files to be passed
across all the popular platforms.
The Sound Resource file is an ex-
ample of a headerless file format.
This file is native to both Apple/
Macintosh and PC platforms, but it
is not used extensively in profes-
sional environments.

Platforms
In a radio broadcast environment,

the platform of choice will typically
be a PC or an Apple/Macintosh.
Stand-alone systems generally oper-
ate with custom hardware and soft-
ware and are designed specifically
to. handle the tasks associated with a

DIGITIll R1111)10 flUTOMffr1011

MediaTouch"4, America's Digital Automation Original since 1984, shatters the price barrier with QuicPix©. the software that makes
digital audio and automation truly affordable. The QuicPix Radio Studio() software consists of:

* 4 Programs in 1: Audio Player. Cartwall. Audio Production and CD Ripping utility software
* Live Assist On Screen Buttons that are mouse and/or touchscreen friendly
* 7 Deck Audio player that also provides a 27 button hot play cartwall
* Overlapped MPEG-2 broadcast quality stereo audio on any sound card
* Wave audio editor, file import and quick audition feature
* Windows" 95 / 98 using peer. NT"' or Novell"' networking

24n support, training and upgrading included
* Fully upward -compatible to a MediaTouch OpLOG Enterprise System

Try Before You Buy at www.quiepiH.com

MediaTouch
www.quicpin.com

omt@omt.net
888 665 0501

Ack Wuriows NT are traclennrks of Nficrosoft Nowt! I.., Inrienork of Noell Col  .,11,r1
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ost Telephone S

rOadcast-tele01° On -Air Telephone Controller

Just One Look...
is all it takes. Introducing the PROtalk 4. An on -air telephone system at just

the right size and price. Its unique. simple design is the basis for an ideal 4
line on -air solution.

The large, icon -based buttons are easy to read and make assessing the
status of your phone board a "one look" process. The buttons are backlit,
giving color highlight to the elegant work surface and ensuring accuracy at
a glance. Your on -air talent will dedicate their time and energy to the program,
not the equipment.

The PROtalk 4 delivers ease of use, robust work surface with rack -mount
hybrid technology and attractive introductory pricing. We're sure just "one
look" will make the PROtalk 4 your next on -air phone system.

For more information,
or to purchase the
PROtalk 4, visit our

website, or call
1-888-890-7424

Broadcast Telephone Systems
22 - 100 Kal Lake Road
Vernon, BC V1T 9G1
phone: 1-888-890-7424
fax: 1-250-260-2871

http://www.broadcast-telephones.corni
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A
Networking protocols

PC- and Mac -based platforms give
you the added flexibility to attach
your DAW conveniently to a network
by adding a Network
Interface Card (MC)
and loading the ap-

network
client software.
Make sure your soft-
ware supports the
various networking
protocols.
The most popular

protocols used in
broadcast applica-
tions currently in-
clude the following:

TCP/IP. As the
backbone technol-
ogy behind the In-
ternet, Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol is perhaps the
most universal and flexible proto-
col. TCP/IP can deliver information
across a wide variety of platforms,
including PC, Mac, Unix, Linux and
Sun, and management of the net-

work is dramatically simplified. Us-
ing the TCP/IP protocol also allows
you to transfer files remotely over
the Internet or

Stand-alone
systems generally

operate with
custom hardware
and software and

are designed
specifically to

handle the tasks
associated with a

DAW.

any dedicated data
transport method.

IPX/SPX. Internet
Packet Exchange/
Sequential Packet
Exchange is a pro-
tocol native to No-
vell network oper-
ating systems. IPX/
SPX is still widely
used and largely
supported by oth-
er network plat-
forms. There is an
industry trend to
move away from
this protocol in
new installations in
favor of TCP/IP.

NetBEUI or NetBIOS. Extended User
Interface is an updated extension of
the earlier network protocol-NetBIOS.
It was originally developed by IBM
and subsequently adopted by Mi-
crosoft for the Windows NT plat-

form. NetBEUI does not support the
routing of messages to other net-
works; however it was considered an
optimum choice for single local area
networks. The format can be adapted
to communicate with other networks,
but not as easily as IPX/SPX.
The good news is that you have

several choices. After evaluating the
myriad of features available and con-
sidering operational constraints, such
as how comfortable the primary user
will be with the technology and -
whether it fits your budget, your final
choice should be based on how the
DAW will integrate with the rest of
your facility.
Kevin McNamara is president of Applied
Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

For more on the cart chunk
proposal, see the article tilled

"Production," in the August
issue of BE Radio, p. 41.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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One Dealer, One Focus, One Call

Trust ABG
Call us, and put our people to work for you.

(21 Audio Broadcast Group Inc.
ABG

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE SOUTHEAST OFFICES SOUTHWEST OFFICE
Grand Rapids, Michigan Duluth. Minnesota Mountain Home. North Carolina Lexington. South Carolina Palmdale, California
Voice: 800-999-9281 Voice: 800-788-8759 Voice: 800-369-7623 Voice: 800-951-7443 Voice: 800-858-9008
Fax: 616-452-1652 Fax: 218-525-0455 Fax: 828-697-2691 Fax: 803-951-3123 Fax: 805-273-3321
E-mail: support@abg.com E-mail: cgrace0abg.corn E-mail: cindy. edwards@abg.com E-mail: igeorge@abg.com E-mail: tmezey@abg.com

www.abg.com
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Computer Concepts
Corporation

Toll Free 1-800-255-6350
www.ComputerConceptsCorp.com
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Antenna
Testing and
Compliance

By John Battison, P.E.,
technical editor, RF

Once the hardware is in place
it must be tested and maintained.

This month's article on antenna
maintenance and testing con-
cludes our yearlong series on

broadcast antennas. We will outline
the methods and equipment needed
for making major tests regularly used
with AM and FM antennas, and we
will refer to mandatory FCC materials.

Nondirectional AMs
Upon completion of a new con-

struction permit or a change in a
licensed non -DA AM station, the FCC
requires that a new antenna imped-
ance measurement be made. This

Figure 1. Using the 01B to make a hot impedance measurement.

measurement can be made in several
ways. The easiest is to use the trans-
mitter and an inline bridge and make
a "hot" measurement, as shown in
Figure 1. The OIB is inserted at the

fore

ATU on the antenna side of the base
current ammeter. Be absolutely sure
that the two ground strap connections
from the OIB are securely connected
to ground. An OIB can handle up to
5kW, and a hot, ungrounded OIB can
produce bad bums and cause damage
to equipment. If the ATU has a jack for
a plug-in ammeter, the bridge can be
connected there and the shorting plug
removed when measuring.

With the bridge set for minimum
sensitivity, set the transmitter at very
low power and increase sensitivity
until a midscale reading is obtained.

Adjust the R and X dials
for deepest dip; R is
usually more sensi-
tive than X.

Increase sensitivity
until the sharpest null
is found, using the
extra R and X pads as
necessary. Remem-
ber, to avoid damage
to the meter, turn off
the transmitter or re-
duce sensitivity be -

disconnecting any equipment.

Setting up networks
Often it is necessary to set up an

ATU network from scratch. This in-

volves adjusting each leg to the cal-
culated reactance and verifying the
overall impedance. Refer to Figure 2
for the proper connections. First con-
nect the receiver/generator (R/G) to
the OIB input and the OIB output to
point 1. The ground output lead is
connected to point 2, and points 2
and 4 are shorted to ground. Ll is
then set to the required reactance.

Move the OIB output lead to point
3 and adjust L2 to obtain desired
reactance (i.e., Xc-M.). Now connect
the OIB output lead to point 2 (re-
moving the temporary ground con-
nection there) and the ground to
point 4. Adjust L3 to produce the
desired negative reactance in the
same manner as for L2.

The network is now set to the calcu-
lated impedance. There will probably
be a very slight change when the coax
and antenna are connected, but this
should be minimal.

License Application Form 302 re-
quires the day and night base operat-
ing impedances and the associated
base RF currents to be provided. In
addition, the final amplifier voltage
and current are required.

At this point, it is advisable to check
the power output by Ohm's Law. The
product of the base impedance times
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Nautel FM
The Sound of Cool.

Nautel solid state modular FM transmitters
run cool. The highest efficiency ever achieved

for any solid state design means there is less
waste heat generated. Nautel's patented single
stage combiner also eliminates the heat
dissipated by imbalance loads employed in
conventional hybrid combiners. Each
Power Module has its own ventilation
fan and thermal protection. But that is
only the beginning of cool. Safe on -air

module service minimizes nighttime
and emergency service calls; and power

consumption is lower than other solid
state transmitters thanks to the high overall rf-

out/ac-in efficiency. These features help take

the heat off the operating budget. Twenty-
four -hour -a -day technical support and
straightforward installation procedures mean
there's no need to sweat installation and main-
tenance either. Nautel FM transmitters, from
3.5 to 10 kW and Combined 20 kW, partnered

with the superior signal integrity pro-
vided by the Nautel Direct Digital
Synthesis FM Exciter - with
AES/EBU direct digital input, or

1...67=5111-0, with optional interface for conven-

Power Module tional analog composite input -
quite simply deliver the finest sound

and signal around. Nautel - because simple,
efficient, rugged, and reliable is also cool.

W\V\V 11:111t01 Cntr

Nautel Limited, Hackett's Cove, RR #1, Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

Phone: (902) 823-2233 Fax: (902) 823-3183 E-mail: info@nautel.com

Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401

Phone: (207) 947-8200 Fax: (207) 947-3693
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DPA
Microphones

On Line!
Log on for the
latest details

on
Micing

Techniques
and

Comprehensive
Educational

Forums
DPA 4000 Series

Microphones

DPA Compact
Microphones

DPA Miniature
Microphones

Check out the new
DPA 3541 Vocalist

& Instrumental
Microphone Kit!

NIICISPN NES

DPA Microphones /
TGI North America Inc.

300 Gage Ave., Suite #1
Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 2C8

Tel: (519) 745-1158
Fax: (519) 745-2364

Toll Free Dealer Fax Order Line:
(800)525-7081
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ANTENNAS
the square of the base current equals the RF power in
antenna (6.2 x Rba.,e W). Check efficiency by multiply-
ing plate current by plate voltage, dividing this value into
the RF power out and multiplying this result by 100 to
convert it to a percentage. This should agree with the
transmitter manufacturer's manual.

Figure 2. Setting the reactances within the TEE network.

If a transmitter is not available, you will have to make
the measurement using an OIB and R/G (see Figure 3).
The generator part of the R/G drives the OIB, the antenna
is connected as in Figure 1, and the detector output of the
R/G is fed back into the R/G input.

If a frequency counter is not available, the transmitter's
oscillator output should be sufficient to beat against the RF
generator and obtain zero beat to check generator calibra-
tion. Generator power is then increased as required and
the measurement completed. Sensitivity is much higher
when using the R/G as a driver and detector. This zero -beat
technique may be followed when making the FCC's
required ±25kHz common point reactance sweep on a
directional antenna. Often it is possible to use other
station's close -in frequency as zero beat check points.
The most difficult measuring situation is faced when a

transmitter or a receiver generator is not available. Then
the impedance measurement is made "cold" (i.e., without
the transmitter). This is how we did it before the OIB and
FUG N\ ere developed. A suitable oscillator, such as an old

Signal Corps
BC221, a GR

RF bridge
and a suit-
able detec-
tor were
connected
as shown in
Figure 4.

The impedance measurement was made with very low
RF power. Sometimes, higher power, hot measurements
made with an OIB show ATU or antenna problems that
would be missed with "flea" power oscillators driving the
bridge. The main problems with the older method were
mating cables and connections, the possibility of exces-
sive radiation that interfered with accurate measure-
ments, and general inconvenience.

Before licensing a new station, the frequency must be
measured. Many stations use frequency -measuring ser-
vices that make a monthly check. Today, stable and
calibrated frequency counters are easily available and

Figure 3. Using an OIB and R/G to measure
impedance.

Circle (133) on Free Info Card
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EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
MP -1 1 600W -3.3 $250
MP -2 2 800W 0 $680
MP -3 3 800W 1.4 $980
MP -4 4 800W 3.3 $1,280
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270
MP -3-6 6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3.150

6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

Asia I IA
/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

The antenna gain
please, mE.le the

Circle (134)

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



ANTENNAS
statiuns Lan make their (mn checks.
The commission has not required
frequency monitors for many years,
but there is still a fine for being off
frequency.

Similarly, modulation monitors are
no longer required, but
you're in trouble if you
over- or undermodulate.
The wise engineer keeps
a monitor for checking
compliance. An oscillo-
scope can be used or a
regular modulation monitor
kept on hand; however it is
advisable to be able to keep a
constant check on your modulation.

Measuring field strength
Normally, nondirectional stations

do not have to make field intensity
measurement to satisfy any FCC re-
quirements unless there is a clause in
their CP because of a dubious anten-
na or ground system. This is unfortu-
nate. It is extremely helpful to have a
yardstick against which past cover-
age can be measured when a GM or
PD complains that the signal is down.

It is a good policy to make a series
of field strength measurements in
areas of high signal, low signal, busi-
ness and residential areas as well as
two or three clear spots in different
azimuths as a reference signal to use
when adjusting the system in later
years. Identification of these points
should be extremely specific for use
at later dates and by different engi-
neers. Because there are no FCC
mandated azimuths or radials to ob-
serve, it should be possible to select
measuring locations whose charac-
teristics and address will be identifi-
able for many years to come.

These measurements should be re-
corded and filed carefully with doc-
umentation so that they can be re-
peated in the future. It is best to
follow the record -keeping routine
used in making FCC -required field
intensity measurements.

DA measurements
The procedure for setting up a

directional antenna is much the same
as for non -DA, except that the com-
mon point impedance has to be ad-

justed and measured. The individual
tower operating impedances are mea-
sured in the same manner as non -DA
towers. The overall impedance is
produced by the combination of all
the towers coming together and is

RF

Oscillator

(BC -221)

GR
Bridge

throughout the measuring time.
From time to time, problems occur

in coaxial cables. To locate a problem
in a cable, a time domain reflectome-
ter(TDR) can prove invaluable. Often,
a TDR can be used where line damage

is suspected but no clear indi-

Null
Indicator

Figure 4. The "cold" impedance measurement method

measured at the common point.
Figure 5 shows a skeleton phasor.

The TEE enclosed by the dotted line
matches the impedances of all the
towers to the transmission and pro-
vides the load required by the trans-
mitter. This TEE network is adjusted
in the same manner as the networks
in the ATUs, and the reactances are
set to the calculated values.

The product of the current and resis-
tance measured at this point should
be the same as the FCC licensed value.
Remember there is a small percentage
of excess allowed, depending on the
transmitter power, to cover losses in
the phasor and lines.

The antenna monitor shows the
current ratio and phase angle for
each tower. The FCC -preferred meth-
od of driving this is by means of a
coaxial torroidal transformer placed
around the RF lead from the ATU
network. For ease of adjustment, the
stabilized coaxial cables from the
ATUs should all be the same length.
For critical arrays, the FCC requires it.

Multiplexed AM stations can re-
duce the number of antenna moni-
tors by using a two -frequency an-
tenna monitor.

The commission requires a full di-
rectional antenna proof of perfor-
mance when a new DA system is
constructed or major modifications
are made to an existing system. As
well as following good engineering
procedures, excellent record -keep-
ing is essential. It follows without
saying that transmitter power is prop-
erly set and recorded prior to starting
measurements and is maintained

cation is observed. A TDR
can pinpoint the locations
of cable irregularities, re-
flections and damage.

The TDR sends a pulse
down the line and starts a
time base line simulta-
neously. Any line irregu-
larities produce a reflec-

tion whose location is found by mea-
suring the time of the reflected pulse.
TDRs are probably used more for FM
antenna problems than for AM be-
cause of the isolated FM antenna and
coaxial cable location up a tower.
Nevertheless, many an AM engineer
has found one to save hours of trial -
and -error investigation.

In addition to performing antenna
proof of performance measurements
a DA station also has to make reg-

Pre-built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors
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ular monitor point measure-
ments in accordance with its
license terms. This requires use
of a field intensity meter (FIM),
possession of which is required
of an AM DA licensee.

FM measurements
Far fewer RF measurements are

required by the average FM sta-
tion. For one thing, field strength
measurements are not required by
the FCC, and the DA proof is per-
formed by the antenna manufacturer
prior to delivery. Coverage contours
are based only on estimated (theoret-
ical) coverage (73.313). Therefore,
not many FM stations purchase FM
FIMs. Sometimes erratic coverage
problems make field strength mea-
surements necessary, and equipment
can usually be rented or borrowed to
take care of this need. The FCC's
Rules Part 73.314 specify the method
of taking FM measurements, which is
quite different from AM measure-
ments. This is more inconvenient to
do. is more trouble than for AM. and

Modulation Monitors

Digital STL / TSL Systems

riffimoin

I HEI1111111111111

r
4

Transmitter

Phasor Power Divider

Figure 5. Measuring the common point impedance and :etting the reactances.

possibly is not quite as finite. For one
thing, antenna length and orientation
are crucial.

If a CATV field strength meter is
used for comparative measurements,
care must be taken to ensure that the
obtained readings are correctly used
and are accurate. The average CATV
meter does not read signal strength in
millivolts per meter unless care is
taken to follow the instruction
manual. Usually the readings are of
voltage at the receiver (meter) input
rather than in mV/m. These figures
are fine for comparison between sta-
tions and locations hut require manip-

To

Towers

ulation in accordance with the manual
to use for contour determination. It is
easy to become confused when using
nonbroadcast equipment.

This is the last part of a nire-part senes
on brcadcast antennas. The series has
appearred monthly in BE Radio through-
out i 999. The series is available for pur-
chase as a single document. For more
information regarding bulk orders of this
series in quantities of 500 or more. con-
tact Jenny Eisele at 913-967-1966.

E-mail John at: batcom @ bright. net.

FOR WORE INFORMATION

Circle (210) on Free Info Card

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

eQE

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O.Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax ( 609) 629-1751

Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

Low Power Transmitters For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
Circle (135) on Free Info Card
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ON
adio remotes are carried out
throughout the year, although

ost stations have a heavier
remote schedule during the summer
months. Some remotes tie into a local
event such as a grand opening or a
holiday celebration. Others are part
of sales and marketing efforts. Some-
times the locations are exciting; other
times they aren't.
Over the past year, BE Radio has
featured several unique remote broad-
casts. Some have centered on a spe-
cific event like the Baseball All -Star
Game or the WGBH multichannel
recording and broadcast. Events of
this magnitude require a consider-
able amount of planning but still use
many of the same tools as weekend
car -dealer remotes.

This month, our On Location fea-
ture focuses not on the event but on
the location itself. Specifically, we
look at visiting station studios at
theme parks and other public attrac-
tions. Broadcasting from such sites
has one advantage: Most of the equip-
ment is already in place. Remote
engineers will certainly appreciate
the lighter load.

The facilities covered here are
only a small selection of the remote
studios available around the U.S.
All are self-contained studios.
Though each was built to serve a
variety of stations' needs, the staff
at any of these attractions will likely
be able to handle any special needs
or requests you have.

REMOTE
FACILITIES
By Chriss Scherer, editor and Dana Martin, associate editor

[01
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum  Cleveland, OH

The phrase "rock and
roll" was first uttered by
Alan Freed, who had his
early radio success in
Cleveland. With this in
mind, the town was se-
lected as the host site for
the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and Museum in
1986. Groundbreaking
for the building began in
1993, and the doors

opened to the public in 1995. The opening ceremonies for the museum were
held over Labor Day weekend, and radio and TV stations from all over the world
were present to cover the historic event. One of the unique elements of the
inauguration were the two rows of tents set up along the street as temporary
housing for the visiting radio stations. In this radio row, representatives of
legendary stations and air personalities sat side by side to cover the event.

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum has a fully equipped studio
on the fifth floor that has hosted more than 250 stations from all 50 states and
140 different countries. The studio has two large windows. One looks into
a viewing area behind the jock position; the other allows the studio users to
look out over the main hall of the museum and out the large front window
to see the downtown skyline.

PrQUIPMENT: Wheatstone A-500 console, Tascam BR 20-T reel-to-i
reel, Denon DN961-FA CD players, Technics SL -1200 turntable,

360 Systems DigiCarts, Marantz PMD-500 cassette, JIBL 4206
monitors, Haller P3000 power amp, Electro-Voice RE -20 mics,

Telos Direct telephone interface, Telos Delta 100 telephone
hybrids, Gentner Digital Hybrid, Telos Zephyr, ESE clock

CONTACT: DAVE HINTZ, PROMOTIONS MANAGER
(216) 515-1961, fax (216) 515-8418

dhintz@rockhall.org, www.rockhall.com
Circle :04 on free info card
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DisneyLand
Anaheim, CA

The attractions at DisneyLand are
world famous. As you take a walk
down main street, the Disney look
and feel surrounds you. The open
atmosphere is taken even further in
the radio studio.

The radio studio at Disneyland is
different than the other facilities in
this showcase, because it is an open-
air booth. Because of the (usually)
agreeable Southern California weath-
er, the radio studio is built in a metal -
framed tent situated in the middle of
the action. There are also facilities to
broadcast from almost anywhere with-
in the park, including from some of
the attractions. The Instant Replay in
the booth is preloaded with Disney
songs and audio cuts.

EQUIPMENT: PR&E

Stereomixer, Shure 267, Shure
FP42, 360 Systems Instant

Replay, JBL Control 1
monitors, Samson Q-5

headphone amp, Electro-Voice
RE -20 mics, Sony MDR -7506
headphones, Telos Zephyr,

Comrex Hotline

CONTACT: BOB WITTER,
DIRECTOR OF PROMOTIONS

(714) 781-1909,
fax (714) 781-1777

bob.witter@disney.com
www.disney.com

Circle 208 on free into card

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas are customized to neet
broadcaster's needs, ranorc from educabor.al
series to multi -station anten"ia arrays (from
500w to 35kw per bay).

Options:
 Circular, horizontal, or vertical

polanzatiol
 Pressurized or non -

pressurize -I

iii 11% 4/1 41A%1%Sig isSitsalwidffisll
It welf -irur 1.11-J1 I r Ii I. lI/rte. 1/1 L II 111

Arrt. ANL -1//ossa.Wig 0111111/4

at rg' 111'

Circle (147) on Free Info Card

Now showing...

AFS-2 AUDIO FAILSAFE
CAS- I CON/AIR SWITCHER

CTI- I COMPUTER TEMPERATURE INTERFACE

DAI-2 DIAL -UP AUDIO INTERFACE

MBC- I MESSAGE BOARD CONTROLLER

RFC- I /B REMOTE FACILITIES CONTRO_LER

TTA- I TIME -TEMP ANNOUNCER

TTT- I TME-TEMP THING

Coining soon...

ACU- I AUDIO CONTROL UNIT

our incredibly popular audio switcher makes its public debut

RAK- I INTELLIGENT RACK ADAPTiR

the ultimate accessory for your RFC -I/8

WE SPECIALIZE IN RELIABLE COST EFFECTIVE

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS

4 Sine Systems r(

Low -High
Power

Antennas:
 FM1
 FME
 FM3
 FM10
 FMU

Innovative solutions!
61 5  228  3500 (vox)
615  227  2367 (FAx)
615  227  2393 lx o DI
WWW. SINESY STEMS. COM

mounomer.
Circle (148) on Free Info Card
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ON kIITI\ [i]
The Museum of Television
and Radio
New York City (Manhattan)
'I he Museum of Television and Radio was founded in

1975 by William S. Paley to collect, preserve and interpret
TV and radio programming and to make these programs
available to the public. The museum officially opened in
1976 as the Museum of Broadcasting. In 1991, the
museum moved into its present location and changed to
its current name.

The collection in the library covers more than 75
years of radio and TV history. The museum hosts
special seminars and presentation throughout the
year. The Ralph Guild Radio Studio, located on the

fifth floor,
local and
interview

is

visiting stations. The studio also has
table for guests. The studio adjoins a

listening room in which visitors can watch a broadcast
in progress. When no broadcasts are scheduled, the
listening room is used for program presentations
prepared by the museum.

typically used several times a week by
an

T: PR&E RadioMixer, Studer
reel-to-reel, Tascam 122BMKIII cassette decks,

ITC 998 cart recorder, Denon
DN950FA CD players, Aphex Compellor,

Tascam DA -30 DATs, Harmon Kardon tuner,
Rane HC -6 headphone amp, Bryston
2BLTPBX power amp, Electo-Voice
Sentry 100 monitors, Electro-Voice

RE -27 host microphone,
Electro-Voice RE -16 guest mics, Telos One

telephone hybrids, Telos Zephyr

CONTACT: CRISTIN CALLAGHAN,
PUBLICITY COORDINATOR

(212) 621-6710; fax (212) 621-6715
ccallaghan@mtr.org; www.mtr.org

Circle 206 on free info card

Museum of Television
and Radio
Los Angeles (Beverly Hills)

The Los Angeles location to! \In,eunl of Telci,lon
and Radio opened its doors in 1996. The entire collection,
which was created for and has been maintained in New
York, is duplicated in Los Angeles. This duplication
allows the public more accessibility to the resources. The
museum occupies a two-story building in Beverly Hills.
The radio studio, named after Ralph Guild like its New

York counterpart, is located on the first floor. The large
glass window makes a dramatic impression on visitors
and spectators. KRLA, a local station, broadcasts from the
studio on a regular basis. The studio averages three
visitors per week. The capability also exists for remotes
to originate anywhere within the museum. There is also
a listening room attached to the studio.

EQUIPMENT: PR&E RadioMixer console,
Tascam 122 MKIII cassette, Tascam CD -601

CD players, Studer PR99 reel to reel, JBL
Control One, Ramsa WP -1400, Electro-Voice

RE -27 mics, Telos Delta 100 hybrids,
Telos Zephyr, stereo 15kHz loops and fiber

optic connection to Pacific Bell Hub

CONTACT: KELLI GATES, RADIO COORDINATOR
(310) 786-1000, fax (310) 786-1086

kgates@mtr.org, www.mtr.org
Circle 207 on free info card

Do you know of an attraction -based
studio ay Cations?

Sen I sage to
beradio@intertec.com
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Universal Studios Escape
Orlando, FL
Central Florida is a popular vacation spot with several

theme parks and attractions in the area. Universal Studios
added onto its park facilities this past year as well. Year
round, park visitors can enjoy rides and shows that
incorporate themes from famous movies and fictional
characters. Many attendees at the last NAB Radio show
had a chance to visit part of the park.

The radio studios were built in 1993 and currently host

three or four stations every week. There are two studios at
Universal, each built around an attraction at the park: Jaws
and Terminator 2. Both stt idi(v.: are well-equipped and are

used several times each week. One station even used the
Universal facilities during its own studio relocation project.

You can see more of the Universal Studios radio facility
in the Studio Spotlight at beradio.com.

MP!QUIPMENT: PR&E BMX -III consoles,
360 Systems Shortcut ar d Instant Replay,
Technics SLP-1300 CD players, Panasonic
SV-3900 DAT, Otari M <-55 reel-to-reel,

Tascam CD -601 CD players, PR&E
Micromax cart players/recorders,

Orban Audicy, Sony MDS-JE510 MiniDisc,
Tascam 122MKII cassette, JBL monitors, Crown
D-75 power amps, Technics headphones, AKG
C3000 microphones. Telces Direct telephone

interface, Telos Delta 100 Fybrids, Symetrix 610
broadcast delay, satellite uplink capability,

Telos Zephyrs, Geuther three -line frequency
extenders, ESE NBS Master Clock,

DG Systems transmit terminal

CONTACT: STEVE WILLIAMSON,
SENIOR MARKETIN: DIRECTOR

(407) 363-8719 fax 6407) 224-6443
steve.williamsonQuescape.com,

www.uescape.com
Circle 205 on free info card

SullETioTawaclealiPToductl
Quality Products at Reasonable Pr'ces

FM Transmitters FM Antennas

1 " 1

ter i

One Year Limited Warranty

On site check out by factory personal available

watt

$37,990.00

High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier

5,00 watt

Factory Service

1,000 watt

10,000 watt
15,000 watt

$18,990.00
$24,990.00
$34,990.00

20,000 watt

$11.990.00
$5,990.00

2,500

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt $2.800.00 2.000 watt $12,900.00
300 watt $3.500 00 3.000 watt $19,990110
1.000 watt $7.990 00 5.000 watt $29.990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS FM STL
100 watt $995.00 Both Transmitter
300 watt $1,790.00 and Receiver
500 watt $2,990.00 $3,500.00

All Power Levels 500 watts,
to 20,000 watts per bay

As low as $395.00 per bay

RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326  Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958

Circle (149) on Free Info Card
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www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: Things to find on the www.contelec.com
Web site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory Marketing
& Sales personnel contact data; E -Slide - FREE engineering software;
Product Line Descriptions and Specifications; Links from Broadcast
Supply Division to vendor Web sites.
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www.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply Worldwide itiSW): It pro audio equipment is
what you are looking for, BSW is the company for you! Browse
our on-line catalog and create a custom bid list with the BSW
Quote Builder. BSW will respond promptly to your request with
the best prices in the industry. BSW also offers same day shipping,
trained sales professionals and flexible credit terms.
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www.beradio.com
BE Radio magazine: BE Radio gives radio station managers and
engineers the information they need to make critical equipment
purchase decisions. The magazine is published 10 times a year
and distributed to over 14,000 qualified subscribers in North
America. Look online for the Studio Spotlight - an exclusive
Website feature showcasing some of the newest radio facilities
in North America.
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www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies pro-
vides radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems Mt
live assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions start-
ing as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products, and find out how our clients sound better and save
money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support

Tea
CONNECT/NO THE WORLD

www.neutrikusa.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: The NEUTRIK USA, Inc. website features
direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors,
Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and our
parent company's website for on-line access to spec drawings
through WHIP files. Viewing includes a What's New section for
new product introductions and a Trade Show section so that you
can come see our products in person!

orld of
Information

www.dataworld.com
Dataworld: Dataword is an industry -leading information
services company founded in 1971. Twenty-eight years of
software development and data processing experience allows
Datavvorld to set trends in information services and solutions.
Click on Dataworld's home page for exciting information on
our Flag Service, the production of DataXpert and our new line
of digital television services.
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Six Flags Fiesta Texas
San Antonio, TX

FiestaTexas, a Six Flags Theme Park, boasts several
attractions and is currently undergoing a multimillion -
dollar expansion with several additions forthcoming in
the new millenium. The park also includes a live broad-
cast center, which provides an excellent remote venue for
area radio stations.

The center boasts a unique setting; it's located in the park's
Cradaude Canyon. The panoramic view includes 100 -foot
cliffs, a picture window looking out on waterfalls, a train track
that passes by the booth and a paved sidewalk so guests can
watch visiting stations as they broadcast.

The park provides several amenities fig stations il-at
perform remotes: accommodations for station personnel
(one room per broadcast day), admission to the park for
up to three station personnel, an engineer to orient the
station staff and establish a broadcast transmission, a park
staff person to arrange interviews and coordinate on-,;i1t
:I( I ivities, and a portable cassette recorder.

EQUIPMEMT: Autogram Pacemaker console
with Autoclock, Otari MX -5050 Bill reel-to-reel
Tascam 122MKII cassette, Sennheisser MD -421

mics, IBL monitors, Crown 150 power amps,
Rane HC -6 headphone amplifier, Gentner

SPH-5 telephone hybrid, Comrex three -line
frequency extender

CONTACT: DAVID GARCIA,
PROMOTIONS COORDINATOR

(210) 697-5306, fax (210) 697-5444
dgarcia@sftp.com, www.sixflags.com/sanantonio

Circle 209 on free info card

We may feature your stations
on our website.

Split It!!
USDA is a handy 2 -in, 4 -out stereo "mini -DA" that can
combine or split audio signals for distribution. Mix stereo
to mono, get both stereo and mono outputs from a stereo
source. Gain trims for each output. Great space with lots
of headroom.

Keep one on hand!

HENRY ENGINEERING

TEL (626) 355-3656 FAX (626) 355-0077
FAX on Demand Dot 103 1625 355 43.`

http: www.henryeng.com

I -E
HENRY
ENGINEERING

We Build Solutions.

Circle (150) on Free Info Card

SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS

t 111

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW,

MODULES :ROM IOW TO 700W

Silicon ValleyPOWER
The RF People
Call 408-986-9700

AMPLIFIERS

Fax 408-986-1438

Circle (151) on Pee Info Card
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Audemat Measurement On Line
By Dan Rau

With more and more stations owned by fewer and
fewer operators, keeping track of the operation
of hundreds of stations is putting senior man-

agement to the test. How does an engineering director
make sure that all transmitters are working properly and
that all stations are within legal FCC limits? How does a
group program director ensure that program guidelines
are being followed in every market? How do group sales
managers keep track of spot loads and commercial
content? And how do they all determine whom the
competition is targeting?

Reading the competition is easy: All you have to do is
A travel to each

The entire frequency band can be viewed at one time

market, check
each transmit-
ter, air check
each program
and monitor all
stop sets. It's
simple but not
practical. Re-
mote monitor-
ing is another
way for group
owners, corpo-
rate engineers

and group sales managers to monitor all their stations in
all their markets. Inexpensive monitoring equipment
can be placed in each market and connected to the
Internet for real-time analysis of the group's stations and
all the competition.

Technology for management
To optimize service, pr( t audio identity and heighten

awareness of co -channel protection in the face of LPFM,
there should be one product dedicated to
monitoring quality broadcasting. New tech-
nology now makes that possible. Measure-
ment On Line allows you to dynamically
monitor the modulation and audio quality
of your properties and other properties
anywhere in the world.

One unit in each market allows monitor-
ing and measuring that can be accessed via
the Internet, allowing you to rapidly and
efficiently carry out a routine check of
broadcast signal levels. This includes tradi-
tional modulation monitoring L+R, L -R.

Pilot and the modulation mask. You can check and
analyze the contents of related data, 67-92KHz, sub -
carriers and RBDS and DARC signals. As an added bonus,
peaks -over -time can also be measured and recorded.

Precision audio monitoring allows you to quickly
identify program content and analyze various aspects of
actual on -air audio quality. The program can also perform
the following functions:

 Verify transmission performance by monitoring actual
signal levels;

 Verify compliance to FCC modulation regulations;
 Access audio quality immediately;
 Eliminate extra manpower and recurring expenses;
 Improve programming and audio quality faster through

real-time analysis and competitive information;
 Consult between different departments, record mea-

surements, create and print reports.

Market access
Active monitoring of every station in every one of your

markets helps you spot potential problems. By scanning
every signal in the remote market, comparisons can be
made between several parameters, including signal level
in dBi.iV or dBmV, mono or stereo operations and RBDS
usage. Audio levels can be viewed as discrete left and
right, L+R and L -R. Scan results can be saved to a file for
future reference. Full quality checks can be made on the
broadcast signal. Modulation masks and modulation
density can also be displayed with the built-in spectrum
analyzer. Preset spectrum masks can be loaded to verify
prescribed guidelines, including the AM NRSC standard.
The RBDS analyzer can accurately monitor BER and
signal integrity. This is especially important for stations
leasing RBDS signals.

Audio and injection levels cam be accessed and

displayed.

Department benefits
Other departments can

also access the system and
gather useful information.
Group sales directors are
able to accurately account
for spots on all their sta-
tions and monitor com-
petitive commercial sales.

Group program directors
have immediate access to
their stations' audio for ver-
ification of program con -
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The spectrum analyzer and RBDS parameter screens.

tent. By connecting a DAT logger to the computer audio
output of your facility, you can record entire shows
remotely, thus eliminating the possibility of an edited air
check. Some versions of Measurement On Line allow
recording directly from the remote installation into your
computer with MP3 files. An entire market can be
monitored in real time for competitive analysis.

For the bottom line, Measurement On Line can help
avoid costly FCC fines. Because the system is a real-time
monitor, it can check modulation and composite signal
power to ensure that each station is broadcasting within
the legal limits. When combined with new multisite remote
control technology, it can interface to a transmitter remote
control system to automatically correct transmission pa-
rameters before they become expensive technical or
regulatory problems.

By archiving modulation parameters, a baseline modula-
tion graph of an entire market can be created. In the event
of a problem, the local engineering staff can be alerted.

Engineering managers can use the system to remotely
verify equipment after service by recording for 72 hours
to check for intermittent defaults. Users can also perform
third -party analysis through Internet access, real-time
checking of remote processing tweaks and comparison
of multiple audio signal levels and quality.

Measurement On Line is an overall
management tool that can be used
by the entire station: engineering
personnel to check technical quality
and performance of transmitter facil-
ities; the programming department
to monitor program/format content
and audio quality; and sales manag-
ers to research competitive market-
ing opportunities.

Dan Rau is vice president of Applied Wireless Inc., a provider of
technical services and support to operators of broadcast. PCS/cellular,
LMDS. broadband wireless, microwave, two-way and satellite systems
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Win a Neumann TLM103!

BE Radio adds two mare
issues in 2000 and, to start
the year off, we're giving

you the chance to win your
very own TLIV103.

Keep reading Bi7

Complete details are
coming in the January

2000 issue.

World Class FM transmitters
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

In our "T" series, we combined the best cf both worlds:
Stability and simplicity of grounded -grid PA design with
the high efficiency of a tetrode. The result is a state-of-
the-art FM transmitter line with world -class performance.

"T" Series with the grounded -grid tetrode. Available only
from Armstrong at 20, 25 and 30kW power levels.

ARMSTRONGAuk TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com
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Report

Ward -Beck Systems R2K
By Charlie Tryon

0 n December 16, 1998, I attended the Ward -Beck
Open House in Toronto. Besides wine, cheese
and a tour of the new facilities, the evening was an

opportunity for the company to unveil the prototype of
its new R2K console series.

Because our station was in the market for new consoles,
Wally Lennox (the director of engineering for Telemedia)
and I took a close look at the R2K product line. Our
decision to purchase three R2K boards was based on the
facilities they offered, our trust in the company to deliver
a well -engineered product, and the ongoing factory
support we've had as owners of several Ward -Beck R and
Renaissance MK series consoles. The price of the R2K
consoles was extremely attractive to boot.

Getting started
The first console, for

installation in produc-
tion, was delivered in
February. The plugga-
He, three -pin Phoenix

Performance at a glanceMill
 Lightweight, modular, all -metal

construction
 8-, 12-, 20- and 28 -module frames

available
 All connections via Phoenix,

pluggable, screw terminals
 4 stereo program outputs
 2 assignable mono mix buses
 6 telephone clean -feeds
 Balanced inserts and direct outputs

from each module
 Digital shaft encoder control room

monitor level control
 Rackmount power supply frame

offers dual redundancy

screw terminals
made installation of
this console a breeze
- no special crimp
tools or soldering
irons were needed.
We were pleased
with the light weight
and low profile of
the console. We also
approved of the new
color scheme: black
with white and
green screening.

There was no scrimping on the quality or the features
of the R2K. This console provides A/B input selection,
four assignable stereo programs, two assignable mono
programs, cue, a single on/off control and a full -throw
linear fader in the input module. We selected the only
option on input modules, the left/right balance control.

Metering and monitoring for eight sources is provided
in the control -room monitor module, and the company
still provides the reliable digital shaft encoder for control
of monitor levels. The studio monitor provides separate
source selection for two studios and independent talk -
back to each studio. The console meter bridge is equipped

with tour high -quality ANSI spec VU meters, a cue
speaker, a clock and a timer. The timer controls, including
presets and up/down counting, are housed in the Utility
module, which also provides a stereo LED bargraph level
meter, cue and headset controls.

For additional source selection, an 8x2 selector module
is available. To handle telephone and remote feeds, the
Clean Feed module can be installed, which directs the two
mono mix programs singly or in combination (summed) to
six send outputs and allows for call conferencing.

The big plus of the R2K's design is under the hood,
where all good stuff is usually found. The console has an
RS -422 serial port to facilitate external control from studio
turrets or automation systems. Each module has a distinct

address, and functions such as
channel on/off, cue, A/B select
and program assign may be con-
trolled via this serial port.

Because the switches on all mod-
ules are under software control, it is
easy to change functions and pro-
vide I/O tally and control to suit
different operational requirements.

Four input controls (closure to ground) and four output
tallies (open collector) are available for each input channel.
Several field -selectable combinations of these I/Os are
provided, and we are sure that future requirements for
specialized functions can readily be implemented. Several
unexpected features, such as the monitor dimming when
cue is activated, were welcome surprises.

With the power -supply system, Ward -Beck has hit a
home run. In the space of two rack units, we have two 7A
supplies in a dual redundant configuration. The power -
supply modules plug into a modified version of the Ward -
Beck card distribution amplifier frame, which additionally
provides six slots for any of its 8200 series cards.

Installation
\Xe were the recipients of the first R2K consoles. Most

early units have unexpected glitches when they first
come on the market, and we did experience slight
problems with the R2K units. To its credit, Ward -Beck
made every effort to resolve our problems in a timely
manner. It is much easier to tackle problems when you
can speak directly to a rep and get results right away.

After completing the cable installation to the console, we
discovered the rust problem: The cover panels were not
deep enough to clear all cables. We placed a call to the
factory, and modified panels arrived within a few days. In
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addition, the first console arrived only
partially fitted with modules, which
made testing somewhat cumbersome,
but we soon received our full comple-
ment of modules. A few bugs in the
software also surfaced, but they were
quickly addressed by the factory. The
documentation accompanying the
firmware revisions could have been a
bit more explicit; it would have saved
a call to the factory for clarification.

The installation information that came
with the consoles was sufficient,
containing only minor errors. Ward -
Beck's toll -free telephone number
came in handy with accurate help
regardless of what time we called.

Once we gained some familiarity
with the R2K consoles, we found the
connector scheme quite intuitive. The
second and third console installations
went much more smoothly.

In terms of the unit's design, a mod-
ule guide -rail system would be a pos-
itive addition. For normal operation,
this omission is not a big issue. The
lack of guides is noticeable, however,
when installing a single module in a
fully fitted board that is already in use.
It takes sure hands and correct align-
ment to line the module up with the
back plane connectors. One company
representative explained that, because
the module circuit board is so shallow,
off -the -shelf guides are not available.
The company is in the process of
finding a solution to this problem.

The second console went on -air in
April and the third is installed in our
sister station in North Bay. All con-
soles are performing flawlessly, and
we believe they will continue to do
so for many years.
Charlie Tryon is chief engineer, CIGM, CJRQ
and CJMX Radio, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclu-
sive BE Radio feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility of
consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry,
for the industry. Manufacturer's support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio.
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BIG ... RICH ... FULL DIMENSION SOUND

CP-4013
COMPROC 2

The CP-4013 is the only composite processor
with the new A.P.R.I.L. composite tracking system. This
innovation allows perfect pilot tracking for superb separation
and ease of setup. What benefits can you hear?

 Incredible loudness and control
 Adds presence to your stereo signal
 Eliminates excessive subsonic energy
 Reduced splatter into RDS and Subcarriers

Other features include two compcsite outputs. and a
remote bypass function.

BIG SOUND ...
MEANS MORE LISTENERS
CALL NOW!!!

Broadcast Technology Company
PO Box 751  Lamar.CO  (719) 336-390r  Fax (719) 336-9473
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Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

O
1INOVONICS

..4c00.1061, ,004.p 044,
(11

MODEL 'PBX'
4.: SAM L

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE
,vonics. PBX is a cost -saving alter

native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share a single cer tral-office
line. for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unattmded remote equipment:

 Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
 Celular/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geophysical Monitors
 Pu -lying Stations
 Se :urity Systems

PBX
$420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Products
Digital broadcast console
Pacific Research & Engineering
V Impulse: This desk -mounted console is a lower -cost partner to .PR&E's
existing digital line of AirWave Digital and Integrity consoles. Available in two

fully equipped frame sizes with a
choice of 12 or 20 input faders

plus two standard Tele() input
positions. Inputs accept ei-

ther digital or analog sourc-
es and are reconfigurable
in the studio from analog

to digital or vice versa by simply apping internal input configuration still -
modules. Optical digital input modules are available to accommodate semi-
pro digital source equipment. Full -facility remote -control logic with built-in
opto-isolation interface is standard.

760-438-3911; fax 760-438-9277; www.pre.com; info@pre.com
Circle (250) on Free Info Card
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Automation updates
Mediatron
AlrConrtol NT 2000: The new ver-
sion of the AirControl NT, this unit is
available in three versions, standard,
live assist and professional to meet
various price points. All versions are
32 -bit applications exclusively de-
signed for Windows NT 4.0. New
plug -ins include VoiceTrack+,
HotRecord, HookMaker and Sound -
Convert.

+44-49-8131-8305-0
fax +44-49-8131-8305-25

www.mediatron.com
info@mediatron.com

Circle (251) on Free Info Card

MiniDisc recorder/reproducer
TASCAM
OP MD -301 MIdl
MiniDisc Record-
er/Reproducer:
Features include a
20 -bit A/D and
D/A, sample rate
conversion facility
for digital inputs,
monaural record-
ing mode, front -panel keyboard connection (PS/2 -type
keyboard connector), XLR balanced analog inputs/
outputs and RCA unbalanced analog inputs/output.
There is a timer record/play function, sampling monitor
function, auto track function, record function, overwrite
function, auto space/auto ready functions, shuffle play,
program play and repeat play functions. Equipped with
balanced inputs and outputs, front digital input, sync
recording and rackmount construction.

323-726-0303; fax 323-727-7635; www.tascam.com
tascamIlt@tascam.com
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Mod monitor and analyzer
Audemat Inc
AM-MC3: As a mobile field -strength
analyzer, the unit provides simulta-
neous measurement of up to 99 sta-
tions and has a cartography setting
function and internal GPS receiver.
As a mobile dynamic base -hand mea-
surer, provides dynamic audio signal
deviation measurement; complete anu
comparative statistical pictures and
an automated report function; multi-
ple configuration to qualify signals
all along the broadcasting chain; and
comes with complementary software
modules, accessorie, and services.

978-392-2110: fax 978-392-2287
www.audemat.com; auditem@audematoom
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Handheld analyzer
Neuktrik

-87.4 dB

A Minilyzer Audio Analyzer: *I he
Minilyzer continuously measures au-
dio levels as RMS or peak levels,
absolute or relative to a definable
reference with selectable units. The
frequency measurement, with high
resolution of 100ppm, gives addition-
al functions and acts as the base for
distortion measurement. Distortion is
measured as THD+N, automatically
rejecting the fundamental frequency
and calculating the THD+N value in
dli or percent. A set of audio weight-
ing filters can be activated in all mea-
surement functions. A balance indica-
tor continuously monitors and dis-
plays the quality of the signal balance,
giving immediate detection of defec-
tive or wrongly wired cables. Results
are displayed on a high resolution 100
x 64 pixel backlit LCD as numerical
values, a bargraph when in meter
mode or recorded as a curve versus
frequency in sweep mode.

732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608
www.neutrikusa.com; neutrikusa@aol.com

Circle (253) on Free Info Card

N ewsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast
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Digital radio console
Audioarts Engineering
No RD -20: Expands the engineering
of the RD -12 to a 20 -position con-
so;e. Totally modular, the unit has the
power of floating point 32 -hit DSP
processors to handle complex tasks.
Accepts analog and digital input signals, processes them in the digital domain
and outputs the signal in both digital and analog formats. Adds eight
additional board positions and one additional cue speaker to the console.
Features advanced technology for talk segments, including digital, error -free
mix -minus to feed up to as many as four callers on a single, selected bus. Has
three stereo buses with both digital and analog outputs. The digital inputs
accepts both EAS,TBU and SPIDF formats, and an external digital line pre -
selector can accept eight analog, digital or mixed analog and digital inputs
with both analog and digital outputs.

252-638-7000: fax 252-637-1285; sales@wheatstone.com
Circle (255) on Free Info Card

,r
Directional couplers
An -km Corporaticn
V S -Band DAB Bandpass Filter
and Low Power VHF DAB Bandpass Filter: The S -Band filter is designed for

.414:10'44,.. r
2.3GHz for critical and noncritical emission
masks. The performance of the new filter

3 meets the sharp response characteristics

46 4u,
specified for DAB out -of -hand emissions
as well as providing low insertion loss and
VSWR. The Low Power
VHF is for lower power
ranges bek)w 500\V and
is suitable for European

DAB broadcasting. Both offer DAB hand tunability, small size,
temperature stability and power handling capahlity.

708-349-5661; fax 708-349-5222: www.andrew.com
g reta.b row n @ a nd rew.com
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BERadio goes monthly in 2000!
hour favorite radic technical magazine adds two more
issues next year and comes to you every month in 2000.

Errata
Mistaken identity
It, the October 1999 Facility Showcase on Emm s Commo-
n cations' new home in Irdianapolis, most of the photos
we -e taken by Jon Miller of Hedrich Blessing Photogra-
piers, Chicago. However, the photo of the people in the
shcwcase studio on page L8 was taken by Dan Francis of
tvardan Photography, Indianapolis.

Very observant
The Baseball All-Shr Game On' Location artiTle in the
September 1999 issue mentioned that a Telos Zephyr was
wed for the broadcast. Seieral observant people noticed
dim there was a Co:nrex Nexus in many of the photos as
wall. During the game broadcast, the Nexus wasused for a
separate feed from ESPN ouster control in Bristc I, CT, to a
VP press box a: the game fo- a closed-circuit audio feed that
was not pal of the on -air broadcast.

Call screening software
Gentoer
V ScreenWin: This Windows -based
call -screening software package for
radio is designed to interface with
Gentner's 15612 multiline telephone
system. Provides program hosts with
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real-time updates on the background
information and status of each caller,
including woo is on air, on hold or
next in the queue, and how long
callers have been waiting or talking.
Supports English, French, German
and Spanish, and enables remote
access to caller information gathered
in the studio via a laptop computer.

800-945-7730; fax 801-977-0087
www.gentner.cam; bcastinfo@gertner.com
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid /Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RE -EST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway. Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800-COAX1AL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www coaxial.com L

NSA
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Bitit4i9 GALLERY The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture
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A Compact P. Portable

Kill
0
o....

 lightweight AI 811,11NURI I rame 1-800-432-4435
8 A No loose Parts or Ropes ,oay.kdkanopy.cam

 Custom Silk Screened Graphics 0
 Variety Of Colors & Accessories
 Water Resistant & Fire Retardant Fart

O  FRO Heavy Duty Carry Bag & Slims
R 1CI 10' & 20' 3x 8', x x
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endless combinations ...
precision quality ...
attractive design ...

and on SALE!!!!

AFI
Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave. Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: afsVemaiLomn.com Website: www.omn.corrilafs

Circle (167) on Free Info Card

For you, the Internet is a tool, not a toy. You don't have time to fill out
cards, send it out via snail mail and then wait and wait and wait. But
what else can you do?

Now get your inquiries answered faster with BE Radio's NEW online
reader service "cards." Your request is automatically e -mailed to the
companies who have the product, or you can link directly to Web sites
for the service information you need.

o www.beradio.com
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We've got you covered
Crown Broadcast transmitters are designed and
cart -fully engineered to the same reliable high
performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.

Enjoy on -air confidence with compact stand-alone
transmitter designs that integrate audio process-
ing. stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with a three-year warranty
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help!

Callus, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com

www.crownbroadcast.com

Crown Broadcast...
making a world of difference
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Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI -MIX 8A

12 Stereo Inputs 2 Stereo Outputs
2 Dedicated Mikes 1 Mono Output

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

AUTOGRAMCORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue (972) 424-8585
Plano, Texas 75074-8118 1-800-327-6901

FAX (972) 423-6334
info@autogramcorp.corn
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

/77,77777=7.

Getupto 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis
Auto answer & disconnect.

> 2audio busses for mass feeds.

> Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.

> Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.
Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for ring.

clipping. power & online.
> Check out our Internet web

site for more info and
technical manuals.

1-1 1-1 (1 n rl n

Cw
LJ u LJ LJ LJ LJ

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfectfor IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for about $200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville. Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

MOUSER'ELECTRONICS
www.mouser.com
sales©mouser.com

MORE THAN
90,000 ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS
INCLUDING:

 Cases  Cabinets

 Racks  Handles

 Hardware

 Accessories  Knobs

Wire  Cable

 Connectors  Power

Conditioning Equip.

800-346-6813
fax: 817-483-6899

Gotham

V.=ab
1117.111M

DECTRON

floss,

HO

EAGLE

°T:
+6:41

Switchcrafr 

ENE 1-1 7-1,11 PC
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GET TODAY'S BEST DEALS!
IN QUALITY MODULAR STUDIO FURNITURE!

CALL SPACEWISE DIRECT FIRST!

SEVERAL GREAT LINES OF QUALITY SYSTEMS -
TO FIT ANY BUDGET,

 QUALITY COMPONENTS AND WORKMANSHIP IN EVERY
SYSTEM,

 PERSONAL ATTENTION FOR EACH CUSTOMERS
SPECIFIC NEEDS'

 SAFE AND TIMELY SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR OUR
CUSTOMERS'

CALL US for a FREE complete information package' 800-775-3660

SPACEWISE BROADCAST FURNITURE INC.

"the Broadcasters' Furniture Store"
(NOW IN OUR 5T" YEAR)

WEB www. spacewise.com E-mail spacewise mciworld.com
FAX: 480-704-6149

Circle (155) on Free Info Card
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

Milini111.11111111

5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

FAX 740-592-3898

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage
25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg'a gorman-redlich.com

*Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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ri tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 124
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

ellommill111111111,
8X2D

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one :stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs, or
vice -versa.

MI
SS 2.1/TERM

Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com Voice: 360 .428 .6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
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Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studic,,
 Coax

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273

1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE-www.trcorp.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@trcorp.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100Kzg 2.0 KW FM 1996

14 2.5 KW FM 1974
2.5 KW FM 1984

ieq:3 KW FM 1975
3.5 KW FM 1986

CA 5 KW FM 1983
Z 5 KW FM 1967
.41. 10 KW FM 1967

10 KW FM 1962
&.1 20 KW FM 1979

20 KW FM 1980
25 KW FM 1974
25 KW FM 1981

1 KW AM 1979
CA 1 KW AM 1993

Ch. 1:4

Z 5 KW AM 1982
10 KW AM 1982
10 KW AM 1978
50 KW AM 1978
50 KW AM 1982

BE FM 2C Solid State
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
CSI FM 3000E
Harris 3.5K

Harris FM SKI
Collins 830E
Collins 830F1
RCA BTF IOD
Collins 831G2
Harris FM20H3
CCA 25,000D
Harris FM 25K

Harris MWIA
Continental 314T

Solid State
Harris MW5A
Harris MW1OA
Harris BC1OH
Continental 317C -I
Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800 141-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

s.

FMR Series

Circular polarization

Series fed element

Internal feed

Brass/Copper
construction

Excellent

band%% id t h

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
7 I y Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540  FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net
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THE ANTENNA IS DER
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
WHAT MORE COULD

YOU ASK FOR?

3m Antenna
w/48" Ring Mount

T COO Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered Right To The Job Site!
Call Now!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Praine du Chien. W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

internet destgnhomescomldhsat html con"
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

I ,,1121t. -Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map feature
Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.
Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datebases...and more!

oft
.n.1 Imgmming t

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com
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ECHNOLOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

TEL: 610-640-1229 
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

I

"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria. Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

AppliedWireless
Kevin McNamara
Prestdent 6 CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
providing options

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

1s1.: 301 865 1011
tan.: 301 865 4422
small: kevinmcaaopledw, 

www appleOwtreles

Discover the Advantages of Reprints!
For a quote or to discuss how reprints from
this magazine can work for you --call me!

Jenny Eisele, Intertec Publishing
Phone: 913-967-1966 Fax: 913-967-1901

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Cox Radio Atlanta (WSB-AM, WSB-FM. WCNN-AM, WJZF-FM. WNGC-FM.

WFOX-FM). has an immediate opening for a Director of Engineering with

drive, experience and talent.

This includes hiring and training of technical personnel, resolving personnel

issues. capital and operating budgeting. Oversee installation, modifications

and repair of transmission and studio plant equipment. Provide input on

new technologies and guidance on their business use.

Need to have demonstrated experience in managing radio station technical

operations. transmission and budgeting as well as five years prior broad-

cast engineering and three years prior supervisory experience required with

lifetime FCC general radio telephone license or S.B.E. certification. Must be

computer network proficient with experience in NT. Experience with

Computer Concepts servers is desirable.

Work for a great team in a fabulous city! Fax resume to David Meszaros at

(404) 876-5126 or e-mail to David.Meszaros@WSBRadio.com. Cox Radio

is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Pike & Fischer, Inc.
available in loose-leaf print,
disk, and CD-ROM.
call 800-255-8131.

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
17, 25,
26, 27,
73, 74,
79, 101

-"'""111116.100=
Consulting Communications Engineers

EMC Test Lab
 Ill Applmation% and held EngInct

Searches and (01,1
\ St (Atli ittS WI%
 EMC Test FCC and European OKINtlb,

V
 mad marsg, 1-800-797-1338 Fax 1612/285-4831

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

8899 ,'.t' ST NE .1,e MN 55491911:1854115 Member 499.9.1

1ar-g-. -®ELECTRONICS
Coa RESEARCH. INC'.

ERI9 812.925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERlinc.com

ANALOG
AMPEX &

SCULLY PARTS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

FOR SALE
10KW Dayton 3 phase genera-
tor propane fueled with trans-
fer switch new in crate never
used 11,000.00 when purchased
Total Package 5,500.00firm
(Buyer must pay shipping or
pickup) Barry 904-397-1800
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Advanced Furniture Systems 66 167 97043E3-4123

AKG Acoustics 29 125 6153330499

Antex Electronics 22 113 800-338-4231

Armstrong Transmrtters 61 152 315-673-1293

Audio Broadcast Group 46 146 930-999-9281

Auchosgence 38 133 302-324-5333

Autogram Corporation 72 153 8003276301

Broadcast Electronics 15 106 217-224-9E00

Broadcast Electronics 39 133 217-224-9920

Broadcast Software Intl 30 126 688-139-USA1

Broadcast Tectookigy 63 136 719-336-3322

BroadcastTools 73 158 395429-6099

Broadcasters General Store 10 120 352-622-7700

Cartworks 14 123 601-853-9976
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Lcgtek 9 118 803231-5870

Mager Systems 40 140 602-780-0045

Meciatcuah 44 144 254-7863334

Mouser Electronics 72 154 800-346-6873

Musicam 41 141 732-7339303

Nautel Electronics 49 132 902-823-2zsi

Neurrom 11 119 8E0-434-5220

NPR Satellite Services 13 121 332-41426,0

OMB America 51 134 305-477-0374

Pnrne Image Inc 31 114 403-8676519

Propagation Systems Inc 74 161 814-472-5540

Prophet Systems 2 101 800-658-4403
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Radiosoft 42 142 904-426.2521

Radio Systems 5 105 856-467-8000

Satellite Expal 37 129 8004706610

Shively Labs 74 1132 207-647-320

Sierra Automated Systems 19 111 81136446749

Silicon Valley Pwr Amplifier 93 151 408-986-9700

Sine Systems 55 148 615228-3503

Smarts Broadcast 33 116 800-747-6278

Spacewi se Broadcast Fum. 72 156 800-775-3660

StuderProtessicoalAudia 21 112 411-870-7511

Studio Technology 75 164 800-676-0216

Superior Broadcast Prod. 57 149 972-473- 7/

S.W.R. Inc. 55 147 800762-7743
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Windows to the Web 58 913-967-1848
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Steven Bell
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Overland Park, KS 66212-221
Telephone: (913) 967-1 8 4 8
Fax: (913) 967-1900

steven_bell@intertec.com
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"Telephone: (800) 896-9939
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Fax: (913) 96 7-173 5
brian_huber@intertec.com
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sRF., Editor
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Dana Martin, Anociate Editor
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.. 1,. Director
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Last Byte

Fasten your seatbelts
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

If history is any indicator, radio broadcasting is in for
a bumpy ride as the new millennium dawns. Transi-
tion in the broadcast industry has never come easily.

Witness the current battle royale in the DTV world.
Similarly, look back at the introduction of FM. which saw
a few false starts and a nasty, drawn-out
struggle that eventually resulted in the sui-
cide of its inventor, Edwin Armstrong. The
introduction of television forced an equally
painful metamorphosis on the then AM-

dominated radio industry as it moved from
a program- to a service -based orientation.

In U.S. radio broadcasting, prob-
ably the most important develop-
ment of the current period has
been the consolidation frenzy set
off by recent regulatory changes.
Although relatively transparent
to audiences, the trend has been
rich with upheaval in the per-
sonal and professional lives of
radio professionals - and it isn't
over yet.

Looking forward, the big story of
the next decade is likely to be the

launch and establishment of satellite DAB in the U.S. This
has the potential of making the consolidation story look like
a nursery rhyme. Let's consider some of the effects that this
transition might have on radio as we know it.

Note, however, that there is synergy between localism
and the all -talk trends. Much popular radio talk content
is intrinsically local, such as weather, traffic and sports,
and local news is generally highly valued as well.

Next, consider that satellite D kfi will primarily target the
mobile market, leav-
ing the home and
office listening mar-
kets more open to
capture by terrestrial
radio. Again, this is

not a bad thing, but it represents a precipitous shift from
the heavily drive -time oriented programming attitudes of
most current radio stations.

Another area of change may involve responsiveness to
the audience. Because many national channels will
address larger, more diverse audiences, it may be harder
for them to be directly responsive to audience needs.
Local radio can fill this gap by becoming extremely
responsive to the particular requirements of its more
targeted audience. By classic information theory, a local
radio station can know more about its audience because
it is literally loser to the ground. This advantage should
be exploited and its results reflected in the station's
programming. The station's website can be used to
capture this information in a way that is not labor-
intensive. The increased use of other, more expensive
qualitative research techniques (focus groups, surveys,
telemarketing and the like) can also play a role. This is yet
another potentially beneficial trend but will require some
serious retooling for many stations.

Finally, consider that a melee of its own sort has broken
out in the music business. Artists are asserting their
independence from publishers and a disintermediation
of the traditional music -retailing channel has begun - all
thanks to the World Wide Web. If this happens on a
sufficiently grand scale, it could affect (i.e., reduce) the
role that radio has traditionally played in retail music
marketing, so the possible trend away from music pro-
gramming in terrestrial radio, as mentioned above, may
have some serendipitous timing.

It's clear that, even without a terrestrial DAB solution, AM
and FM broadcasters can survive in a satellite DAB
environment, but not without some growing pains. The
radio industry has proved its resilience before, although it
has enjoyed a fairly stable and unchallenged path in recent
years. Soon, it may be time to buckle up and hang on as
the old industry corrects its course one more time.

The big story of the next decade
is likely to be the launch and

establishment of satellite
DAB in the U.S

Change is in the air
As the new top of the fidelity food chain in audio

broadcasting, satellite DAB could do to FM what FM did to
AM in the 1970s. Because the benefits of higher -fidelity
transmission are most evident in music, formats that feature
musical programming could gravitate toward satellite DAB,
leaving the FM band to host mostly voice -driven formats like
news, sports and talk. This isn't necessarily a negative
development, and FM could remain a stable, profitable
business, but it will be tough for many to swallow.

Meanwhile, the national nature of satellite DAB could
motivate terrestrial radio services to renew their commit-
ment to localism, with emphasis on homegrown talent
and locally oriented content. Again, this is a largely
positive development, but it would constitute a near
reversal in some current philosophies of the trend toward
national consolidation, so it represents another potential
hairpin turn to he negotiated.
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800 547 3930
www.digitaluniverse.org

DIGITAL

"We're running
Digital Universe in
the studios 24 hours
a day, and loving it!"

!.1 'VERSE

-David Brown at KALS Radio

KALS Radio needed to do more at their station without adding

people. So they had some demanding criteria for their new live

assist system. It had to be easy to use and maintain. Flexible enough

to handle multiple program sources. And not something that would

trash their audio quality with heavy compression.

David Brown, Program Director, selected Digital Universe.

"Digital Universe has made us mcre productive while

reducing the strain on my budget."

Announcers now record their shifts

in advance, using Dynamic Voice

Tracking to keep KALS sounding live.

NetCapture records their satellite

programming right into the system.

And running linear audio has given

them a quantum leap in quality.

t111 Alj .

NM

"Network Capture is flawlessly recording our satellite

programs, and we sound noticeably better on the air."

Its intuitive design makes Digital Universe easy to learn and a

breeze to operate. But when KALS has questions, they need

answers fast.

"We are very pleased with your customer service. You guys

are always there when we have a question, and are pleasant

to work with no matter how trvial our questions."

Easy to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the long haul -

what can CBSI's Digital Universe do for your station? Call us today

to find out more about how broadcasters worldwide are stepping

into the future with Digital Universe.
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Direct

AND A WORD TO THEIR CUSTOMERS
WE KNOW loyalty is a good

thing, but the broadcast in-
dustry has changed drama-

tically in recent years, with
some winners and some losers.

'f you hay n't looked at Wheatstone lately. it's time
you checked out our new product line. Wheatstone
has grown with the industry: in the last 3 years alone
we've developed 5 digital and 9 analog consoles, plus
a digital AES :outer that can integrate smoothly with
our consoles and your automation system. We've con-
structed a brand new high-tech manufacturing facility

in New Bern, North Carolina, taking full advantage of
the latest robotics and laser fabricating machinery.

All this sell -funded -25 years of continual growth,
profitable every single year: a responsibly managed
company with a long term view.

Isn't it time to re -assess your suppliers?
SO... While our competition has been busy cash-

ing in their chips. Wheatstone's been getting bigger
and better. developing the products you need today,
and the support you can count on tomorrow.

CALL WHEATSTONE DIRECT.

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
tel 252-638-7000/ fax 252-637-1285/email: salestdwheatstone.com
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